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International Affairs: Russia Has 12-Point Plan for 
CFE Treaty 

AU1 308151996 Paris AFP in English 
1450 GMT 13 May 96 

(FBIS Transcribed Text] Vienna, May 13 (AFP) — Rus- 
sia has a 12-point plan for overhauling the Conventional 
Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty as part of Moscow's 
quest to prevent an castward expansion of NATO and 
to legalize massive deployments at home, sources said 
here Monday. 

The proposal was presented to the treaty's Jout Consul- 
tative Group in Vienna last month ahead of a ¥)-nation 
gathering duc to start here Wednesday to study the im- 
plementation of CFE, the sources said. 

The CFE, which limits military hardware levels in the 
theatre, was signed in November 1990 by the 

16 members of the North Auiantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and the 14 Warsaw Pact countries. 

Moscow has argued that the document must be adapted 
to the politcal and military realities of the post-Cold 
War cra. 

Russia wants a supplementary agreement’ to the CFE 
treaty, which theoretically came into effect last Novem- 
ber, that would water down the accord and allow it to 
keep more troops in its northern and southern regions, 
which Moscow says have become more strategically im- 
portant since 1990. 

The adapted agreement would allow for “exceptional 
circumstances” in which part of a signatory’s territory 
would be exempt from the treaty on a “temporary” basis. 

A Western source said that if such a clause were adopted 
it would “wipe out the treaty’s substance” and legalize 
the thousands of Russian tanks deployed in and around 
Chechnya in violation of CFE ceilings 

Another key demand is that ceilings for arms reduction 
— currently devised to establish parity between NATO 
and the former Warsaw Pact — be set according to cach 
signatory s arsenal. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

Moscow also wants transport aviauion and radar planes 
such as American AWACS to be covered by the treaty, 
which currently sets ceilings and bilateral inspecuions 

for five categories — tanks, armored vehicles, arullery, 
combat planes and helicopter gunships. 

Another Russian proposal is to admut the neutral Eu- 
ropean countries Finland, Sweden, Ireland, Switzerland 
and Austria. 

WTO: EU Requests Talks on ROK Telecom 

‘Obstacles’ 

AU 1005144696 Paris AFP in English 
1338 GMT 10 May 96 

{[FBIS Transcribed Text] Brussels, May 10 (AFP) — 
The European Union has requested consultations within 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) on obstacles put 
up by South Korea to the opening of its telecommuni- 
cations sector, a European Commission spokesman said 
on Pnday. 

An opening of consultations can lead, after 60 days, to 
the filing of a formal complaint if the parties do not 
manage to reach agreement. 

The commission says that every year European cx- 
porters lose almost $900 million because of the closed 
nature of the South Korean telecommunications sector 

In 1985, Seoul authorities asdopted legislation to de- 
velop their national telecoms industry, providing that if 
a Korean producer can supply a product, foreagn suppli- 
ers may not sell it on the Korean market. The restrictions 
apply both to the South Korean public telecommunia- 
tions operastor, KT, and to private operator DASCOM 

In an intial phase, Seoul proposed a gradual opening of 
that market starting in 1998. But the EU Commission 
thinks that, in the light of approval and certification 

procedures, that move would actually delay any opening 
of the South Korean market to the year 2000 

report may contain copynghted maternal Copying and dissemination] 
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Belgium: Future Trade With Iraq Examined 

BR/ 305133896 Groot-Biygaarden DE STANDAARL’ 
in Dutch 13 Mav % pis 

[Report by Paul Vanden Baviere: “Belgium and Irag 
Ready To Resume Trade — Three Business Missions 
to Baghdad This Very car] 

{FBIS Translated Text] Brussels — Belgium and Irag 
are ready to resume trade as soon as the UN embargo 

has been lifted. This was stated jon Friday 10 May} 
al a press conference at the Iragi Embassy in Brussels, 
during which the Belgian-lragi Forum for Trade and 
Industry was officially presented. This Forum had been 
established earlier this year. 

The Forum's chairman is Prince Armand de Merad 
and it's vice chairman is former Foreign Trade Minister 
Robert Urbain. The Forum was established carly this 
year and has been recognized by the iraqi Trade 
Ministry in the meantime. It assists Companies with their 
introduction to the Iraqi market and organizes business 
trips to Irag. A first tnp is already over. Three more tnps 
are scheduled for this year, .c. in June, September, and 
December. 

In past the Forum supersedes the Belgian-lragi Fnend- 
ship Association, which did not only deal with humani- 
tanian actions, but also organized several trade missions 

to Iraq. 

Said Shihab Ahmed [name as published], the Iraq 
charge d affaires in Brussels, pointed out that Irag has 
always maintained close trade relations with Belgium. 

and that Belgium carried out important projects in Irag 
He said that Baghdad has plans for agriculture, industry, 
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and the construction industry once the embargo will 

have been lifted. He beheves the Forum could play an 
important role in these plans 

Prince de Merode justified the Forum's establishment 
by referring to the numerous foreign missions which 
are showing up in Baghdad, with the prospect of Irag 
resuming the export of its huge on reserves. “Even 
the Americans are there, he sad. He emphasized that 
the Belgian Foreign Ministry approves of the Forum's 
actions. 

This has to do with what Senator Urbain calls “the 
evolution of the minds. He believes the trade embargo 

will gradually disappear after the US. presidential 
elections in November. 

As a tangible sign of this evolution, the senator refers 
to a resolution on the sanctions which was passed in 

the Senate by $1 votes and 12 abstentions last weck 
In this resolution the Senate asks the Secretary of State 
to call on the Security Council and on the European 
foreign ministers to reorganize the embargo against 

Irag in such a way as to spare the population as much 
as possibic, especially the children, the elderly and the 

weaker persons, by seeing to ut that thew basic needs 
are filled 

The resolution is based on a report from the Senate's 
Foreign Relavions Committee. In an annex to the report 
it 18 stated that a total of almost 600,000 children have 

already died as a result of the embargo (589,689 on 

+1 May 1995). Of these victims, 241,645 were younger 
than S, and 475,054 older than § years old 

report may conta copynghted matenal Copying and disseminats ni) 
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UK: Heseltine on Relations With France, EMU 

BR1308143196 Paris LES ECHOS im French 
13 May 9% pé4 

{Interview with Briush Deputy Pare Minister Michael 
Heselune by Francoise Crowigneau and Gilles Senges: 
place and date not given: “Heseltuune: “Great Britain's 
Place Is at the Heart of Europe. But Which Europe’”] 

(FRIS Translated Excerpt} (passage omutted) 

[LES ECHOS] Do you expect Jacques Chirac’s visit to 
provide a sign of detenic’ 

{Heseltune}) Our relavons have never beea as good over 
the past SO years. We are two proud nations that wish 

to retain our identities. | was in Pans in March and 
heard Alain Juppe say in his capacity as president of 
the Rally for the Republic: ‘lndeed, for us Gaullists 
more than ever the nation state remains both essential 

and of key importance when it comes to fulfilling the 
democratic contract and forging the social and political 
links between citizens and thei representatives. I can 
only approve that. 

While our businesses often compete at the worldwide 
level, there are notable cxamples of Cooperation on pen- 
ctraling new markets. Everyone knows about the Arr- 
bus and Eurostar contracts. But there are other areas 
in which British and French companies are succeeding 
together: | am thinking of GEC Alsthom and Alcatel 
Alsthom, which are successfully working in the energy 
production industry in Europe and Asia, as ts the case in 
China with the Daya Bay nuclear power station. In For- 
mula | Williams-Renault is leading the world champi- 
onship. Matra-Marcom: Space has succeeded in the satel- 
lite industry, and — since its acquisition of Northum- 
brian Water — Lyonnaise des Eaux has made Newcas- 

tle in the north of England its management center for 
the company's development in the water industry in the 
Anglo-Saxon countries. It is an impressive list. 

The program (for Chirac’s visit] drawn up toeether with 
the presidential palace constitutes a mixture of tradition 
and modernity. At the request of President Chirac there 
will be a minimum of formality. He will be able to 
see how much Great Britain has changed — and is still 
changing — to meet the challenges of the moment. | 
hope the president will leave with the impression of a 
dynamic British economy and a society that is not pust 
capable of innovation, but ¥ ich above all 1s on the way 
to managing change successfully 

[LES ECHOS] Will a link between Pans and London 
counterbalance the privileged one that exists Detween 
Paris and Bonn’ 

UNITED KINGDOM 3 

{Heselune] There is no contradiction between close 
French- British cooperauon and the mainicnance of 
the French-German tandem. It is important for Great 
Britain that France and Germany get on well together 
The enlarged Europe toward which we are working 
will be vaned while at the same ume preserving 
the Community's achievements. This will call for a 
network of countnes sharing a Common desire to make 
things move forward, with everyone's agreement. In this 
context, no country and no duo will seck — or be able 
— to monopolize the initiative. | can see many areas 
in which Great Britain and France are already working 
closely together and want to take things further sul! 
Here | am thinking of defense, justice. the hight against 
drug trafficking, and so forth. The cxample of Bosmia, 
where Great Britain and France carried out the UN 
Protection Force operation together, bears witness to 
the two countnes’ desire to deploy them Armed Forces 
in operations to do with peace. Our two countnes are 
continuing to show the way. 

But of course we are cooperating fully with Germany 
and our other partners within NATO. We strongly 
approve of the rapprochement that France 1s currently 

undertaking, which will strengthen the Atizntic alliance 

We share more projects with France than wich any other 
partner. The prospects of the programs on which we are 
cooperating, like the one involving the light armored 
vehicle of military telecommunications satellites, are 
good. Great Britain will soon take part in discussions 
with France and Germany on the creation of aa arms 
agency. These three countries share the same ohjective 
of improving the means of cooperation and better using 
their resources with respect (o defense. Our decision to 
join the Prench-German initiative ts a logical extension 
of the links we already have. Cooperation of this 
kind will underline our commitment to cooperate on 
European defenses and play our role at both the political 
and industrial level. 

[LES ECHOS) We get the impression that your govern- 
ment is negatively disposed toward al! European eco- 
nomic subjects. Even the Labour Party says i is now 

in favor of seeing the pound sterling go along with the 
single currency... 

{Heseltine} | cannot say it often enough: Britain's place 
is in Europe. The question is which Europe’ There is a 
genuine difference of philosophy. We are not ready to 
sign just any document that 1s based solely on theory 

We adopt a pragmatic approach. You adapt the reality 

to make it fit the theory, we start off by looking at the 

reality before envisaging a theory 

repert may contain copyrighted maternal Copying and dissemination 
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[LES ECHOS] But you took part un drawing up the rules 
that would lead to the single currency’ 

[Heselunc] That is correct. We did take part in all the 
negotiauons. Furthermore we afe not saying that we 
shall not take part in the single currency, bul merely 
that we do not know whether we will do so. 

In France of Germany you do not even know whether 
you will meet the Maastricht criteria’ Why fix a deadline 
when you are not sure of being able to mect 1’ I do 
not pretend to have the answer, but acither should you 
For if the Bundeshank is not satisfied you will find 
it very hard to persuade the Germans to review the 
cTiteria enabling you to jor the single currency in me. 
Nonetheless we are involved in the negotiation process 
because we recognize that the curo could exist one day. 

[LES ECHOS] And yet you are making an effort to 
comply with the discipline imposed by the Maastricht 
Treaty. 

[Heseltine] This discipline ts good management. We are 
one of the most successful countries in Europe in this 
area. With the exception of the public deficit situation, 
that much is obvious. As has been the case in France 
we have run up against a fall in tax receipts. But our 
spending is under control. 

[LES BCHOS}] Great Britain ts also remaming outside 

the social chapter of the Maastricht Treaty i the name 
of your own vision of competitiveness 

[Heseltine] This ts a classic example of what makes 
you say that we are not in favor of Europe. We are in 

favor of a competitive Europe, and in that respect we 
are ahead of the continent. The most striking example ts 
provided by the major social security Costs imposed on 

your companies. At the end of the day you will be forced 
to reduce them, because that is one of the reasons for 
the high unemployment you are experiencing in France, 
Germany, and Spain. For years we have been saying so 
and you are starting to admit we are right by attacking 
the problem. Look how foolish i would have been on 
our part to accept the social chapter of the Maastricht 
Treaty’ 

[LES ECHOS] You present yourselves as the champions 
of deregulation in Europe, but as we have seen in the 
electricity industry, you seem to have reached the limits 
of your policy 

[Heselune} Unlike France, where nothing 1s being done, 
we have sect up a vast competitive framework in the 
Briush clectricity wndustry, and it is not hecause we 
sull retain golden shares in the energy-producing 
compames (National Power and PowerGen — LES 
BCHOS atitor's note) that we ae limiting the free 
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run of the market. We use them advisedly when a 

U.S. company seeks to take control. | can tell you that 
we have fashioned the most competitive economy in 

Europe. You will end up following im our footsteps, 
hecause we are evolving into a glohal economy 

Thai is why we have refused to follow the social regu- 
lations imposed by Brussels. We could not accept Brus- 
sels forcing high labor costs on British companies that 
would weaken them in terms of them competitiveness 
|Heselune ends} [passage omuticc! 

UK: Moves in Ulster Peace Process, ‘Cold Water’ 

from Adams 

LD1308191796 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
im Enelish 1905 GMT 13 May % 

[By Phil Murphy. Deric Henderson, Chris Parkin and 
Sarah Womack] 

{FBIS Transcribed Text) Sina Fein participation in all- 
party peace talks looks more remote than ever tomght 
after ts president Gerry Adams poured cold water on 
fevered speculation of an imminent IRA ceasctire 

Mr Adams said that, in his opinion, there was little basis 
for speculation for another cessation of violence at this 

ume 

And, in spite of more upbeat remarks from Sinn Fein 

chairman Mitche! McLaughlin later today, informed 
republican sources in Belfast reaffirmed Mr Adams's 
gloomy assessment of the chances for peace 

Tomght Ulster Uniomst leader David Trimbe increased 
the pressure on Sinn Fein and the IRA after a mecting 
lasting over 90 minutes with John Major at Downing 
Street. He insisted that they would have to sign up 
wholeheartedly tc the so-called Mitchell principles - 
the six principles which would commit terrorists to a 
permanent renunciation of violence and agreement to 

decommission weapons in paralicl with peace-talks 

‘We are agreed that there has to be a4 very clear 
subscription, maybe in the form of a declaration, at 

the outset, Mr Trimbic said after his meeting with the 
Prnme Minister. 

Today's developments also prompted Insh deputy prime 
minister Dick Spring to appeal to British Prime Minister 
John Major to take fresh risks for peace in Northern 
Ireland. “Mr Major knows full well that the peace 
is worth taking risks for, He has done so on many 
occasions im the past, and | certamnly heheve he will 

do so m the future, he said 

But Mr Spring also warned that the onus was on Sinn 
Fein if they were to be at the negotiating tabic “In 

report may comtamn copynghted matenal Copying and dissemunateon 
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order for them to be there, there has to he 4 cessatbon 
of violence. | would hope that those in Sinn Fein who 
want this to happen can get i reinstated 

The IRA must declare a permanent ceasefire prior to 
the opening of all-party talks on June 10 if its political 
wing, Sinn Fein, 1s to be allowed a scat al the negotiating 
table. 

And reports at the weekend suggested that L.. «RA 
might he preparing to unlock Sinn Fein’s route to the 
Acgouations by dowg yust that 

But Mr Adams Driskly dismissed the speculation as 
“most unhelpful’. He claimed Sinn Fem was working 
on a daily basis to restore the peace process, but he sand 
the British had a crucial, pivotal role and responsibility 
as well 

He added: “Every remark by a republican spokesperson 
and every other development - for example the transfer 
of prisoners - ts bemg made part of the ceaschire 
speculation. All of this is most unhelptul 

Mr Adams sand peace required pustice and this could 
only he established through « real negotiations press 
which required a full, focused and commutted eng. ge- 
ment by Mr Major, Sinn Fein, he said, had a nmght to 
he at the talks table whatever the IRA did. And a talks 
pracess was meaningless unicss it was inclusive 

Later, Mr McLaughlin struck a more upheat tone, 
hinting that there might he 4 potential for doing 
business’. He was reacting to what he called very 
significamt’ comments from Northern Ireland Secretary 
Sir Patrick Mayhew who was in West Belfast to open 
anew 7.6 million pound Bass brew house carlier in the 
day. 

Sir Patrick sand both the British and Irish governments 
hoped there would be genuine discussions on an open 

agenda “with nothing preordained, nothing ruled out, 
nothing ruled in” 

The Secretary of State added “It's pust as important that 
that should he made clear as it 1s important that the issue 

decommissioning has , 4 to he addressed ~ 

Mr McLaughlin sand: If John Major were to give the 
sume reassurances, then I think we would know there is 
a potential for doung business 

Sir Patnck appeared to be encouraged by comments 
made by Sinn Fei’s chief strategist Martin McGuin- 
ness at the weekend - Comments which some imerpreted 
as bolstering the reports of an immunent ceasefire. Mr 
McGuinness sand a restoration was possible if the Gov. 
erament made a clear and unammguous statement that 
decommissioning would not halt the talks progress Sor 
Patrick described Mr McGuinness’s words as 4 wel. 

UNITED KINGDOM s 

come recognition there can he fo place in a democracy 
for people whe use violence for political ends 

But Mr McGuinness 's suggestion that decommussionm 
must not be allowed to halt talks looks like a ncar- 
impossiMie comdtven for the British Government to 
accept 

Mr McLaughiin also warned in his comments today that 
the potential trap over decommissioning terrorist arms 

would have to he overcome. He said that. though he 
wanted to be positive about the situation, there was still 
a chasm between London and Sinn Fem 

The Britussh Government ts adamant that Sinn Fein’s 
route to talks can only come after an IRA permancnt 
ceaschire and subseqguen' progress can only be achreved 
if Sinn Fein/TRA accept the decommissiomnag Muc-prnt 
drawa up Last year by US Senator George Mitchell 

Mr TrmMc emerged tomght from talks lasing more 
than an hour and a half with Mr Major saying they 
had had positive discussions and a good cachange of 
views about matters that would fall within the opening 

session of the mter-party talks 

The Ulster Unnonmt leader sand there were some very 
difficult wsues to he addressed. “The mam difficulty 
is yust precisely how the Mitchell principics would he 
handled, he said 

Suggesting that a declaration Py all participants might 

he appropriate, he sad the weve would then hecome 
how sincerely such a declaration would he abided by 

Eather Downing Sweet had hinted that US Senator 
George Mitchell could be mm line for a fresh role m 
the peace-process. Senator Mitchell beaded a three- 
strong commuttee which put forward proposals for 
decommussronmng late last year - and there was anger 
in Dubin and among Reputinans when John Major 
eclipsed his proposals by announcing plans to hold 
clectons mm Northern Ircland on the day the Mitchell 
report was published But the Senator is sull regarded 
by Dubin as potentially a key player in breaking the 
impasse on the route to peace. Now i appears that 
Downing Strect 1s conudering a role for him im the 
peace Negotiations 

A spokesman pointed to a sumber of bahes which 
would require memhers and chairmen once peace-talks 
got underway after June 10 

There ave a fumber of ideas and Podies which will 
require chairmanship and there are a number of mem. 

hers for specific organisations which people will have 
to conser, he sand 

repert may conta copyrighted matenal Copying and diwermnatem 
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Mr Trimble did not rule out a role for Senator Mitchell 
but he was cool about the prospects of the Senator 
as an independent chairman of peace-talks. “| think 
that’s running far too fa ahead. We want to sce people 
accept the Mitchell report and to endorse the Machel! 

The Downing Street spokesman also welcomed calls 
by President Clinton's chief adviser on Ireland, Nancy 
Soderberg, and chairman of the Democratic Party and 
head of President Clinton's re-clecuon campaign. Sen- 
ator Chris Dodds, for the Provisionals to cal! another 
ceasefire. 

Ireland's Progressive Democrats opposition leader Mary 
Harney warned that unless Sinn Fei were in on the all- 
party talks, the negotiations would not he meaningful 

MS 1405104896 London THE GUARDIAN in English 
14 May % pd 

[Report by Patrick Wintour ‘Separate’ Ulster Arms 
Talks Mooted”| 

(FBIS Transcribed Text) The Government is privately 
backing the idea of separating the issue of decomms- 
sioning paramilitary weapons from the mam talks on 
the future of Northern Ireland on June 10 

The call for separate, but parallel talks on paramilitary 
weapons was first made by the Irish foreign minister, 
Diack Spring. last month, but is winning cautious private 
support from the Northern Ireland Secretary, Sir Patrick 
Mayhew as well as L sbour spokesman Mo Mowlam 

Gerry Adams, the Sinn Fein president, yesterday played 
down speculation of an carly reinstatement of the 
IRA ceasefire. But British ministers are cager to set 
ground rules for the June 10 talks in such a way 
that negouations on decommissioning would not Mock 

They also recognise that the issue cannot be 
of 

condivon 

Ministers beleve that « will not he necessary for 
individual Northern Iyeland politicians to sign up to the 
Mitchell princeples, but instead for the political partics 
two do ©. David Trimiic, the Uleter Unionist leader 
insists his party will not epeak to Sinn Fem until it not 
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only agrees to the Muchell principles, but does so im a 
way that they ae seen to be hosoured. 

Ministers also want prot agreement on the agenda 

In the face of conflicting signals from Sinn Fein, the 
Government appears unclear whether the IRA will 
announce the restoration of the ccasefire before the talks. 
bul 1s stressing that proven restoration after the start will 
sull allow Senn Fein to take its place at the negotiating 
table 

Northern Ireland ministers are also planning to pubiish 
a bill on the decommissioning of arms before the talks 

The till would provide an amnesty for those who 
hand over arms, but not for those who have commutted 
crimes 

The moad lifted in Northern Ireland yesterday after a 
warmer reaction by Sinn Fem to a new overture from 
So Patrick. 

Hv sand both governments hoped there would he genuine 
discussions on an open agenda with nothing pre- 
ordained, nothing ruled out nothing ruled in .. It's pust 

as important that that should be made clear as mt ts 
important that the issue of decommissioning has got to 
he addressed 

After Su Patrick had apparently down-graded the im- 
portance of a surrender of IRA weapons, Sinn Fein's 
charman, Mitche! McLaughlin, gave i a cautous wel. 
come. He told IRISH RADIO that if John Major gave 
the same reassurances then | think we would know 
there 18 a potential for downg Dusiness 

UK: Neteral Law Party Withdraws From Forum 
bec Booms 

121408111796 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
im English 1042 GMT 14 May 

[By Dern Henderson) 

[PRIS Tracscribed Text] The Natural Law Party today 
pulled out of elections to the new Northern Ireland 
Forum. Chief clectoral officer Pat Bradicy has been told 

all 41 candedates have heen withdrawn 

James Anderson. the party leader in Northern Ireland 
sad: “We are not going to get involved in something 
which os a fraud im order to delay the peace process. [no 
clowng quctation marks as pumished] 

The launch of then manifesto on Thursday has now heen 
cancelled 

More than SO) candsdates are standing in the 18 

comstituences for the May “) poll in the run-up to all- 
Party talks on the future of the prowince 

report may comtam copyngmhted matenal Copying and 
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They mmclude Jane Mornce, the European C ommussoncr 

in Northern Ircland who ts taking three weeks’ icave 
to represent the Northern Ircland Womens Coalition in 
North Down 

The forum will have a conseltative role with no cxec- 
uuive, legislative of admunitrative powers Altogether 

there will be 1K) members five from cach of the 
constitucnces and 20) more chosen from the 10) partes 
which top the poll 

Mr Anderson sand initially that the Natural Law Party 
felt the clection was a good idea But he claumed today 
it was a trick designed to keep people doug something 

UNITED KINGDOM 7 

while no teal progress 1s madc, a tactae whach he alleged 

was to delay peace and confuse the clectorate 

We foc! it ts an insult to ask people to vote for a talinng 

shop. Those mandated will be asked to negotiate with 
cach other and yet will have no power to umplement any 
decisions. They can only refer matters hack to politacans 
and civil servants in London 

it 1s tame for the people of Northern Ireland to decide 
the own future. They should not have to heg London 

for aulomomy 
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Germany: Differences Between | S.. Europe on 
Iran Viewed 

AU 1008125296 FrankjuryMain FRANKFURTER 
ALLG MEINE in German 10 May % p 16 

[Arucle by Klaus-Docter Prankenherger’ Crusading 
Mood va Washingt | 

(PBIS Transiated Texi) Things do not have to go as far 
a the illustrious American periodical POREIGN AF- 
FAIRS suggests, “hereby Germany's “dilly -dallyong 
could weaken US -Buropean relations now that the So- 
viet threat. the ‘putty that held them together. has gone 
But opimons ae divided on bouh sides of the Atlanta 
about bran, which 1s suspected of supporting radical Is- 
lamic groups and “sponsors of terror” This difference 
of opemons custed even hetore the latest Moody attacks 
by Hamas in israc! 

Whereas the United States wants contain and wolate 
the country of the Gulf and bring it to its knees Py 
means of a trade embargo. the Europeans ae adhering 
to thear “critical dialogue with Teheran In Washington, 
the German foreign muniwter has post defended the 
EU stance that it is better to maintamn comtacts with 
the Teheran regime than to reak thom off, imntraduce 
sanctions, and make Iran cven morte tadical as a rewult 
of sts tsolation 

Kinkel’s pustification for the polcy of active influence 
will sot have won him ay frends, expecially im 
Congress, because night sow America ts in a crusadeng 
mond that comtunes justified moral disgust with a 
dutmous foreign trade inclmation Although thi is 
intended to bit the world’s “pariah” nations, in fact # 

the 
wade relation with Cura, LiPya, and now Iran. 1 am 
sorry if our frends ae upsct by what we we doing. 
but | am upset when | sce torn-off arms and legs in the 
sweets of Tel Aviv, ts how the Democrat representative 
Gejdenson has dismissed the EU's ofections to the so- 
eed “aman oil law. 

\ ankel tred to explain to the members of the House 

Por past a few weeks ago. the very same Committers, 
under the wfluence of the Mocdy attacks on lerac! and 
spurred on by the affluent and influential American 
Isracl Publix Affars Committers, drastically enhanced 
a mowon that the Senate had adopted unanimously The 
Representatives want samtrons apphed to every hank 
and omterprise that invests at least $40 millon a year in 
the Iraman wd Lifyan on! industry and supplies these 
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coustnes with equipment with whech to upgrade these 
Industnies 

The House wants to place the Presiden under an 
obligation to sciect two sanctions out of a catalog of 
five, and impose them. They mnclade a stop to funds 
trom the state Export-Import Bank. a top to the granting 
of hoenses to the relevant non-American enterprises for 

sensitive imports, and a han on these imports to the 
United States: a ban, applcabic to Danks, on trade with 
Ametican scourities, a ban om the granting of loans Dy 
American financial msututioms. aad the exchuson from 

the American pul market of firms that have fallen 
toul of the ahove provisions 

The legislative process ts not ower yet. The important 
Finance Commettee of the House of Representatives has 
yet to adopt a stance. and only then will a plenary 
session vote on the motion. This vote will involve 
4 Process of mediavon Netween the two chamhers., 
hecause the Senate 1s pressing for penalties only 
for mvestments nu Iran and Libya, bul not for the 
delivery of equipment and technology to those countries 
and, unlike the House, docs not want to alter cursting 

agreements Nevertheless. hoth chambers together want 
to prevent tran trom finding foreign partners for the 
1! development projects in the oil and gas sector, 
announced in autumn 1995 and involving a total volume 
of $6 Pilhon (according to the Federal Office for Foreagn 
Trade information's country report) 

It has transpered that the very threat of sanctions can be 
chough to stop foreign firms from dealing with iran im 
parvoular Ever since Clinton forehade American firms 
1S years ago to develop traman off and gas deposits 
(the mann accusation then was that Iran was developung 
mass<destruction weapons), Congressmen im particular 
have heen successfully warming foreign firms not to 
try and fill the American loophole At a hearing, Peter 
Tanotl, secretary of state on the State Department, sand 
that although other industrial nations have not pouned the 
American embargo against Iran, thee stance has altered 
vieMy ever sence the Presadent’s directive He sand 

that not a sengle one of Iran's mann trade partners has 
gramed the country new credits, so that the country’s 
import capahulity has shriveled Indeed, Iran drastic ally 
reduced its rmports last vear. im bodeng from Germany 
The decrease is reckoned to he 20 to 4) percent. Teheran 
is sand to De tryeng to fate emports again by a shght 

amount im 194% 

The example of the Japanese Government is often cited 
as evidence of the deterrem effect of American threats 
The Japanese Government has postponed the granting of 
the second unstaliment of a $4.40 million loan, onginally 
wheduled f-" 1995. for the construction of the Karun-4 
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hydrocelectrc power staton. The Europeans, too, are 
Clearly holding back with Iran and. The Foderal Office 
for Foragn Trade Information cxpects Iran's request 
to Germany for a colhng for Hermes croda 

ul E E 

secaase Chimon has abandoned his previous skepucal 
mitstude, the Congessional sanctions tull has a good 
chance of becoming law. Now-Amencan enterprises 
would then have to decide what comes first — husiness 
with iran, of Hew commercial interests on the US 
marke: This would he quite in line with the intenvons 

ef $ é : 5 i t 
orld Trade Organizanon framework, shout the 

Washington disapproves of thew foreiga policy’ 

The dissension about the rg) policy to adopt toward 
iran, which ws behaving m .»<<ammg other than a 
constructive manner in the region. should not develop 
imto a row over foreign trade policy. It has heen notiood 
even in Burope that Clinton did not otyect to Iran's 

litmus paper of the transatlany relationship 

AU 1308173496 Bonn INTERNATIONA £ POLITIK 
in German Apr % pp 42-46 

[Aracle by German Defense Minister \ wher Ruche 
“Structural Reform of NATO. Atlantic, Luropean, and 
Strategx: Dimensions | 

(PBIS Translated Text) This year, 1996. is an umportant 
you for relate security structures in Europe We must 
push for four developments. cach of which on its own is 
difficult to steer and ail of which are mutually dependent 
on one another 

~ We need a NATO adic to respond Meuhy to new 
challenges by means of preventive and active crisis 
management and by means ©! stability transfer and 
cooperabon Alt the same Um hance must remain 
capac of collective defense 

~— We must continue the opening prowess of this new 
NATO tw the East and must keep the process in the 
necessary balance with a partnerstep with Ruse 

— We must plac the trans-Atlanuc iimk between 
Europe and America on a new fasts. 

— At the same ume, Europe must become a politcal 
umon and develop its own strategic ality to act 

These tasks ave in keepung with the fact that we are deal- 
ing with two histormc processes that complement cach 
other. On the one hand, the United States wants the 
Europeans to reheve ot of some of tts security respon- 
situlstics, i will on the future no longer be a foregone 
conchuson for the Americans to be availate for every 
crests on Europe On the other hand, the Europeans must 
prepare themselves for this by hecomung -apatic of act- 
ing on their own. The more successful they are in this 
respect and the better this manifests rtself poliucally, te 
heticr we will be able to keep the United States com- 
mitted to and in Europe. 

The peace process om the former Yugoslavia is closely 
connected with these goals Implementing the Dayton 
peace agreement mulstarily is the largest operavon in 
NATU's history. Its significance reaches far beyond 
military implementation Mis of strategn importance 
In the former Yugoslavia, the ‘new NATO" is already 
doug a very practical job. a NATO that carries out 
crisis Management. stability transfer, and cooperation 
with nonmemPhers and mainiains a special relationship 
with Russias 

In this connection, NATO cooperates with almost 20 
countries thal are not members of the alliance. Poles and 
Hungarians. Ukrammans and Russians are capenen ing 
concretely that the ‘old NATO does not exist any 
more. They ae sceing what the ‘new NATO" is. Our 
neighbors who want to jon the alliance can already 

experience the practical reality of NATO) now. They 
cannot wish for a better preparation for thei accession. 
As for Russia, 1 ts cupenencing thal cooperation is 
no empty formula, but a practical policy for Buropean 
satiity in which Rowia ts to take part. General 
Leontiy Shevisov, the Russian hamon officer at NATO 
headquarters, has reported very favoraMy on this in 
Moscow. He is the most relabie advocate of NATO 
wm the Russian Duma ft is ths ‘new NATUD that is 
openmg up to the East. The decision-making process 
within NATO ts completed and absolutely clear The 
opening process has Hegun and is irreversible Ii is 
comtinuing purposively and step by step. steadily and 
transparently 

The opening up to new members finds its necessary 
balance in a far-reaching partnerstup program offered 
to those who cannot hecome members of can only 

become memhers at a later date In the way, they 
ae atively involved im the new European security 
structures The alliance has offered Russa a partnership 
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agreement. This is the opposite of wolaton The more 
Russia itself hecomes capac of partecrsiup and the 
more intensive this partnerstup becomes. the more the 
clemem of defense sill recede into the Nackgrownd 

The mulestones of the process are the following tn Jan- 
wary 1994. the summit decison that NATO will be open 
to new memihers, in December 1994. the Commussion- 
ing of a study on the modalities of aceon. in De- 
cember 1995. the decison of the North Atlantx Coun- 
cH to use the year 1996 to prepare new members and 
to deepen partnership with the others, above all Russia 
Currently, no decisions are forthcoming, but NATU and 
the membership candidates are Continuing to work very 
concretely on preparing the admission of new members 

We we currently implementing what the NATO de. 
fense munisters agroed upon in Williamsburg in Otome: 
1995: first, clarifying internally om the alliance the polit. 
cal, military, and practical consequences of the openmng 

process, second, a systematx and more intensive dia 
logue with interested partners, and. therd, the practical 
preparabon of future members through the deepening «1 

the Partnerstup for Peace program. tn December 1996 
the NATO Council will be taking stock and will de de- 
ciding on further steps. Our castern neighbors can he 
sure that the alliance will Continue its steady Cour in 
the opening prow ess 

The Reform of NATO Structures 

Since the London decisions in 194). the alliance has 
come a long way But the process of renewal must be 
contunued The alliance needs the proper structures to he 
alc to moet the political and strategic challenges. The 
present structures are still too state and onented toy 

much toward dhe requirements of the former integrated 
defense in Cenval Europe They do not yet take the 

manifold new tasks sufficiently inte account. The sew 
NATO must he given substance and a profile The 
eructural reform of the Allantx alhance. which 

necessary Now, has a sirategn. Atlantic and botopean 

dimension, and must at the same time he open for the 
accession of Sew members 

The strategic dimenson of the reform ams to draw con 
chussons from the Pasi change of the polit al-strategn 
situation after the end of East-West confrontation and to 
arent the alliance + structures toward its new tasks The 
most likely tasks should he given pronty Cooperation, 
statility tansfer, and cris management will hecome 
casential tasks of the alliance, even though «| must con 

taue to reaan capac of collective defense 

Crises that are hard to predict in terms of ther place of 
origin and thei imtensty and duration require J:fferent 

planning and decison making mechaniems from what 
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they dad om the past. The atulaty to at feaihy © more 
imple mow, as i ihe Necessity for strat polstical 
comtrol and close polrical-mulitary cooperapon Future 

alhance structures must be so flewhe that they ae on 

keeperg with the fread spectrum of new tasks and that 
all tasks of NATO) can be planned. commanded. and 

supervised 

Those who speak about statlty mm Earope and put the 
comcem™ of staMiny transfer into politcal practice would 
he ill-advised to look only to the East Europe's security 
ts sadiveihc, winch means that we must equally look 
to the south as to the East. We can only ofan support 
for our pelcy of mtegrating the Central ant Eastern 
Europees countries mite the Western structures, uf we 
give owf partners om southern Europe the certamty that 
thew sirategu imterests are equally important Stahulity on 

he Mecvterrancan ts cgually a European task as stability 
© Central Europe. The peace process mm the Middle 
East 1s the best caample of thes Without peace in the 
Middic East and without mmtensuive Cooperation of all the 
Meditert ancan Countries. there will he go stability on thes 

fegion, and tus ulmately no stamlity tor Europe 

The Atlantic dimenwon of structural reform aims to 
Pring the future trans-Atlantc relatomshep onto ine 
with the development of Europe's strategn ability to 
at. In the US) Congress and mm the United States 

m general, tt has hocome quite clea that the United 
States traditional readiness to Commut itself to security 
m and for Europe is hemng increamagly called into 

question. Only if Europe ready and atic to take 
over a major share of the Purden and responstulit, for 

COMMON scouTIly iMicrests can i capect tranms-Atlanty 
partnershep, renewed im ths way, to last That i: why we 
tmust cstahish a pew partnerstup amons equals. in which 

duties and burdens are redefined and fairly distributed 
This om dudes the redefinition of Common interests and 
an answer to the question of how Europe and Ameria 
imtend to meet challenges threatening these interests 

Thus, the European dimension of the allhance’s stra. 
tural reform aims fo see the emerging European strate. 

gi atulity to act as an essential clement of this reform 

For the European scourtty and dctense adentity to he 
made apparent on the alliance. means that the Euro 

peans want to he ready and ac. by agreement with the 
alliance, to at on thew own i cotta cases, Put, in so 

doung. fully rely on the alliances structures and forces 
Thus, few options of acteng must he created with the 
cursting structural clements 

NATO) siructures must he utrhized and developed further 

im a way allowing staff, the European armed forces, and 
forces and funds from alliance stma tures to he employed 
with the comsent of the North Atlanta Counc: under the 
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leadersmip of the Western European Union (WEU). The 
task over the next few months will be to work out this 
approach in more detail so that the NATO Council at its 
spring mectng 1 Berlin in June 1996 can sJopt political 
guidelines for the envisaged structural reform. Thereby. 
a basis will be creaied allowing the alliance’s 16 defense 
ministers to agree on the guidelines and basic points 
of the new mulitary command structures al its autumn 
mecting this year. The more clearly the guidelines and 
criteria are defined, the casier it will be to deduce from 
the logic of the approach how the organization of the 
leadersmip and command structures should be changed. 
So what must be done first is the political-strategic 
conceptional work and not the drawing of organograms. 

Adjustment to the Orgars 

Finally, a structural reform of the alliance also includes 
an adjustment of its organs for discussion and dec ..ion- 
making in Brussels In the future, all problems should be 
discussed and agreed upon in the alliance among the 16 
defense ministers, if possible. The structure and « stents 
of future fense ministers’ meetings will be of special 
importa’ in this respect. These meetungs should in the 
future: -entrate on the political agenda and should be 
relieved of planning routine affairs. Whether at informal 
mectings as in the past, or at more formal mectings in 
Brussels, the council of the 16 defense ministers should 
he onented toward political dialogue and discussion 
of and decisions on all problems resulung from the 
alliance’s defense policy responsibilities. 

The structural reform must make use of the current 
politically favorable situation. In the tramework of 
the alliance, France will help create a new NATO. 
Moreover, no decisions should be made in 1996 on 
the opening process, so that we can bring our house to 
order before any new occupants move in. In addition, 
it makes sense, in view of the interrelanonshup between 
the development of the alliance and the EU and the 
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WEU, to push both processes simultancously, and to 
consider in each process what 1s happening in the other. 

Equality of the EU and the United States 

NATO must in the future be an alliance of equal 
partnership between Europe and the United States, a 
partnership on a broad political, economic, and strategic 
basis. A prerequisite for this 1s that Europe becomes a 
pohucal union with its own strategic ability of acting, 
ready and able to bear responsibility and at the same 
uume admit new members. Without the integrauion and 
mutual close cooperation of our eastern neighbors, there 
will be no stability in Central Europe and thus no 
security for the EU. 

If Europe ts to speak in one voice on essential for- 
cign and security policy matters, there can in the long 
run be only one institutional framework for this. It 1s, 
therefore, our long-term goal to merge the EU and the 
WEU. We must proceed pragmaticaliy on the road to 
this goal. This means, among other things, that nothing 
should be decided that could block our goal. What 1s 
important rather is to link the EU and the WEU more 
closely. The European Council should be given the re- 
sponsibility for poliucal guidelines aad the WEU should 
become the EU's organ of acting for international cr- 
sis management. This includes the idea that in defense 
matters, we need what I call the “coaluon of the will- 
ing. [preceding four words in English] As long as there 
is no European government, the responsibility for the 
deployment of soldiers naturally continues to rest with 

the national governments and parliaments. But if some 
members want to commit themselves to Europe's se- 
curity, they should be allowed to act with the ; oliucal 
support from all of the EU. They also need the back- 
ing of those who are not actively involved themselves. 
The Intergovernmental Conference in Turin will have 
to create the conditions for Europe's ability to act 
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France: Chirac Seeks to Strengthen Relations W ith 
UK 

MS1405103996 London FINANCIAL TIMES 
in English 14 May 9 p2 

[Report by David Buchan: “Chirac Looks For Stronger 
UK Links”} 

(FBIS Transcribed Text] Paris — President Jacques 
Chirac wants to forge stronger ues with Britain, believ- 
ing there is nothing in the nature of France's relations 
with the UK that makes it necessarily less special than 
its relavonship with Germany. 

On the eve of his arrival in the UK today for a four-day 
State visit, the French president said in a briefing that he 
wanted to build on the two countnes’ political -mulitary 
partnership in Bosma and in the current reform of Nato 

He said he was very favourably disposed, for instance, 
to the UK joming the European armaments agency 
planned by Paris and Bonn. 

The president said he detected a slight lessening of op- 
posivon in Britain to European economic and monetary 
union. Given the UK's treaty nght to opt out of Emu 
{European Monetary Union), while tts ngorous financial 
management put it within reach of the Maastricht crite- 
fia, Britain would have a free hand in deciding whether 
to jon Emu. However, he believed it would be a founder 
member of the single currency. 

Strong wes between France, Germany and the UK were 
indispensable, he said. To some extent, France, with 
its highly developed relationship with Germany and tis 
belief in a British role in Europe, held an intermediate 
position bet»cen Bonn and London. While France had 
no intention of trying to mediate, Mr Chirac stressed his 
recent role in helping Chancellor Helmut Koh! and Mr 
John Major, the UK prime minister, |» understand cach 
other's positions better. 

After the second world war. France needed to forge 
a special relationstup with Germany, Mr Chirac said. 
There was almost an obligation on every Franco- 
German summit to produce positive results. 

He hoped France and the UK would come to feel the 
same obligation to achieve results in their mectings. 
Tomorrow, the most substantive day of the president's 
State visit, Mr Chirac will have talks with Mr Major 
before addressing parliament and mecting business 
leaders at a Bank of England lunch. The president sau 
he would be happy to see beef on that or any other menu 
he was offered in the UK 

Mr Chirac minimised his differences on social policy 
with Mr Major, who he said had welcomed the recent 
French memorandum on European social policy. But he 
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welcomed the Labour party's commitment to signing 
the European social charter. Mr Tony Blair, the Labour 
party, and Mr Paddy Ashdown, the Liberal Democrat 
leader, are to call on Mr Chirac today at Buckingham 
Palace. 

Mr Chirac was unrepentant over citing Britain's fully 
professional armed forces as a model for his plan to 
phase out military conscmpuion in France. This might 
have annoyed a few French generals, he said, but the 
UK was able to project more force than France at less 
Cost. 

He expressed appreciauion of Brush public support for 
his controversial nuclear tests. The UK and France have 
for several years held a shadowy dialogue on nuclear 
weapons doctrine and Mr Chirac said he was in theory 
ready to see the two countries discuss every aspect of 
nuclear deterrence. 

France: Millon Denies ‘Serious Problems’ With 
Germany on Defense 

BRI408102696 Paris AFP in French 
O9OS GMT 14 May 9 

[FBIS Translated Text} Pans, 14 May (AFP) — Defense 

Minister Charlies Millon dened on Tuesday [14 May] 
that there were “senous problems” hetween France and 
Germany on the defense issue, even though “there will 
always be discussions.” 

“Jacques Chirac’s latest meeting with Chancellor Kohl 
showed that although our bilateral relauons clouded 
over when the military programming bill was being 
prepared, the situation has cleared up today,” Mr. Millon 
said. 

According to the defense minister, “the Germans very 
well understand the approach we are going to take. 

They themselves have a more or less similar approach 
since they are also cutung thew defense budget and are 
going to harmonize thew budget goals and the orders 
for equipment. he said 

On Monday |i 4 May] President Chirac told the Council 

of Ministers that contrary to what has been said here 

and there, in particular in Germany, there has never 
been any misunderstanding between Chancellor Kohl 
and himself on defense issues 

France: Military Programming Bill Outlined 

BRI40S0R1596 Paris AFP in French 
1246 GMT 14 May % 

[PBIS Transiated Text) Paris, 13 May (AFP) — The 
president of the republic convened the Council of 

Ministers at the Elysee Palace on Monday, 13 May 
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1996. Following the Council meeting, the presidential 
press service issued the following communique: 

Draft Law: Military Programming Bill For 
1997-2002 

The minister of defense has presented the military 
programming bill for the years 1997 to 2002. 

On 22 and 23 February 1996 the president of the 
republic announced the decisions he had made to enable 
France to have more effective and less costly defenses 
im the years to come. At the same time he opened a 
debate on the future of national service. 

The military programming bill for the years 1997-2002 
is the first legislation reflectung this reform, whose major 
guidelines were explained to parliament in March. 

This programming bill commits our defense structures 
to a change as important as that which took place over 
30 years ago at the beginning of the Fifth Republic at 
the initiation of General de Gaulle. By the year 2002 it 
seeks to: 

— achieve the professionalizauon and structural modi- 
fication of the French Armed Forces: 

—- continue modernization of the equipment of our 

Armed Forces; 

— restructure our defense industry. 

The scale of the reform has led to programming of all 
the human and financial resources devoted to defense 
in cach of the next six years. The annual budgetary 
credits proposed for the period 1997- 2002 amount 
to 185 billion francs (Fr), expressed in constant 1995 

francs, divided among operations by (Fr99 billion) and 
equipment (Pr86 billion) for the armed forces. Relative 
to the former programmming bill, this total amount fits 
within the framework of the government's policy of 
reducing public spending. 

The professionalization of our forces and th> resulung 
restructuring call for special measures on behaii \f civil- 
ian and military defense personne! and an accompanying 
economic and social policy whose financing is provided 
for im the draft law. 

The results of the debate on the future of public service 
will be used by the president of the republic to decide 
in the coming weeks on the option which will be 
ultimately adopted. so that a specific draft law can 
be drafted revising the national service code. Several 
measures relative to the professionalization and general 
Organization of the reserves will also be the subject of 
draft laws which will be submitted before the end of the 
year 

FRANCE 13 

France: Main Points of Military Planning Law 
Outlined 

BR1305151596 Paris LES ECHOS in French 
13 May % p& 

[Report by Jean-Pierre Neu: “Military Planning Law: 
The Rafale Saved and Helicopters Given a Rough 
Ride’) 

{[FBIS Translated Text] Today Defense Minister Charles 
Millon will present the draft 1997-2002 military plan- 
ning law to the Council of Ministers and then to deputies 
belonging to the Defense Committee. This law will sup- 
ulate the financial resources that France is allocating it- 
self over the next six years 10 pass on to the professional 

army, fulfilling the three objectives of deterrence, pre- 
vention, and long-range deployment of forces. 

The text for which all the industrial players are impa- 
uently awaiting is being revealed, while on Tuesday and 
Wednesday [14 and 15 May] the deputies will debate 
the budget cuts of around 60 billion francs [Fr] that the 
government's desire to freeze spending at the 1996 level 
in 1997 will entail. This fresh constraint will certainly 
come on top of the one henceforth limiting to Fr85 bil- 
lon credits for equipment covered by defense Title V, 
which represent yearly cuts of Fr20 billion compared 
with the last planning law. 

Furthermore this envelope risks being drained by the 
amount of fresh capital pumped into certain groups, 
Starung with Giat Industries, whose 1995 statement of 
its accounts and plan for returning to viability are duc 
to be presented at the end of the month. Already Fr3.7 
billion of a first slice of fresh capital included in the 
1996 statement of accounts have just been tapped for 
defense Title V in 1996, contrary to Charles Millon’s 

pledges. 

Fr35 Billion for the Rafale 

The nuclear deterrent, which remains the fundamental 
clement of French strategy, will now be based on two 
components, an airborne and a submarine capability, 
following the abandonment of the Alton missile plat- 
form this fall. The arrborne component will depend pri- 
marily on the Mirage 2000 (all of which have already 
been ordered), and on the Ra ‘e's fitted with the new 
improved ASMP [medium-range air-to-ground} missile. 
So totally unexpectedly, Serge Dassault, who had at one 
tume been presented with a military planning law which 
contained no orders for the Rafaic, has reason to be 

happy 

The text fixes at 45 the number of Rafalc’s that will 

he ordered from Dassault Aviation. Of this number, 
one squadron of 12 Navy Ra fale’s and their spares will 
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be set up in 2001, just six months later than the last 
forecasts. The first squadron of Air Fo.ce Rafale’s (20 
aircraft out of a total of 33 ordered for the Air Force 
during the period covered by the planning law) will 
enter into service in 2005 instead of the previous date 
of 2003. The aircraft manufacturer who had settled for 
the assembly of 20 Rafale’s per year starting from 1997 
has long since adapted to a slower pace of production. 
But he will have to rapidly boost exports and develop 
the civil industry if he wants to keep his factories busy 
by the year 2001. Serge Dassault will be capable of 
arranging demonstrations abroad toward the year 2000 
with the equipment in service in the Navy. To give his 
aircraft the additional air-to- ground capacity that the 
Air Force's Rafale’s will have all he will have to do is 
beef up their computer systems. 

Sacrificed Long-Range Deployment of Forces 

Furthermore, the priority of intelligence is amply reaf- 
firmed in the bill, with the planning law providing for 
the buttressing — in terms of both men and equip- 
ment — of the Directorate of Military Intelligence and 
the General Directorate for External Security. But it is 
above all in its space-related component that this trend 
emerges most strongly, in the shape of the Helios (opt- 
cal observation satellite) and Horus (radar satellite) sys- 

On the other hand, the long-range deployment of forces. 

several thousands of kilometers by air 
jor loser in this planning law. As 

L : 3 - 

not necessarily off the shelf. Paris has now embarked on 
talks with its partners aimed at redefining a less costly 
project. 

The Army, which revolves around four forces of 15,000 
men cach (armored, mechanized, rapid armored inter- 
vention, and assault infantry) will order 33 tanks a year. 
This is a serious reduction with which Giat Industries, 
which has already received 222 firm orders, will have 
to content itself. 

Tigre Affected and NH9® Saved 

The Navy, which is setting up a Naval Air Force and an 
amphibian force, based on the aircraft carner “Chars 
de Gaulle” currently under construction in Brest and 
landing ships (TCD's), will not receive a second aircraft 
carrier during the period covered by this planning law 
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The document only plans for the order of one La Fayette 
frigate and two TCD’s (one in 2000 and the other in 
2002). So the sixth frigate has been canceled. 

The French-German Tigre combat helicopter program 
and the NH90 transport helicopter programs come out of 
the planning law relauvely badly, although some peopie 
are happy that the latter has been ‘saved at the last 
moment.” Everything has been arranged with a view to 
being able to launch the industrialization of the NH90 
in 1999. The first orders for the Navy will be made in 
2002, for a first delivery in 2005. The first delivery to 
the Army could be put off unui! 2010. 

The Tigre is the subject of a major disappoimtment 
for Eurocopter CEO Jean-Francois Bigay. His company 
will not get to deliver six Tigre helicopters to the 
Army — delivery has been shified to 1999 — for 
export-boosung demonstration purposes. Approximately 
25 machines, of the HAP (support-protection helicopter) 
version only, will be ordered during the period covered 
by the planning law, mainly as from 2000, for first 
deliveries in 2003. The window for exports will shrink 
because the U.S. Comanche will be available in 2005. 

The only consolation for Eurocopter is that the indus- 
trialization process will be launched this year. But the 
medicine is very bitter to swallow. Jean-Francois Bigay, 
who had proposed to cut production costs by 20-percent 
for the helicopters in the military planning law, is in re- 
ality seeing his budget cut by 20 percent. 

Finally, Matra has not been spared the bad news in 
this planning law. Its Brevel drone, on the development 
of which Fri.4 billion has already been spent since 
1989, will be completed, but there are no orders for it. 
The phase 3 LRM (muluple rocket-launcher) has been 
canceled, as of course has the adaptation of the M4 silo- 
stored mussile. 

France: Millon Interviewed on Defense Budget Bill 

LD1308211196 Paris France-2 Television Network 
in French 1800 GMT 13 May % 

[Interview with French Defense Minister Charles Millon 

by correspondent Danie! Bilalian in the French Defense 
Ministry, date not given —live] 

(FBIS Translated Excerpt) [Bilahan| The military pro- 
gramming law promised by the president was officially 
presented to the Cabinet this morning. Under this law. 
the French army commits itself resolutely to becoming 
a professional outfit. The bill also includes the closure 
of barracks and job losses. [passage omitted] 

[Bilahan} Good evening Mr. Millon 

[Millon] Good evening. 
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[Bilalian} The move to make the army professional is 
under way but at the same time, there are to be savings 
of about 100 billion francs over five years. 

[Millon] There are to be savings of 120 billion francs 
over Six years to accompany the reduction in public 
spending, and, above all, a transition from an army of 
conscription to a professional army — a cafeer army, 
together with a restructuring of the defense industry and 
the anchoring of our defense in Europe and the Atlantic 
alliance. 

[Bilalian} You take the view thal no major project has 
been abandoned, but some have been delayed’ 

[Millon] No major project has been abandoned. There 
has simply been a reorganization of our programs, and 
it can be seen for example that at the end of the plan's 
period — in 2015 — the Air Force, the Navy and 
the Army will have completely new equipment whose 

capability will have grown. That is why | 
think there will be a renewal of the defense industry, but 
there will not be the dramatic restructuring thal certain 
people are predicung. 

[Bilalian} Well, as you can imagine, there are reactions 
in the opposivon with Jean-Michel Boucheron, who is a 
Socialist Party specialist in these matters, talking about 
$0,000 civilian jobs lost among civilian staff in the arms 
industry. 

[Milhion} Not at all. Today we saw a military program- 
ming till presented that obviously includes some mill- 
tary restructuring, in other words, the closure of bases 
and the dishanding of regiments, but there will also be 
more jobs because it will be a professional army, and on 
the other hand, there will be a restructuring of the de- 
fense industry through sew partnerships between com- 
panies, but also through greatcr competitiveness, but 1 
is difficult today to foresee the number of job losses or 
the number of redeployments that could take place 

{Bilalian} On the other hand, as far as the barracks are 
concerned, we have a figure bul we do not know which 
towns will be affected. Do you know?’ 

{Millon} First, the programmung law has to be approved. 
and then, as | have already announced, the list of towns 
affected, the regiments that will be dishanded oF the 
bases that will be closed over the next two years wil! 
be published in July. 

[Bilalian} Can you give us a ballpark figure, Mr 
Minister % 

[Millon] in all. 49 ope aional regiments will he dis- 
banded in the mer! © * years, and about 20 more support 
regiments, so he something like 60 regiments 
disbanded: 

FRANCE is 

{Bilahan} All nght, on the new defense industry par- 
nerships. We have heard about Matra and Acrospace. 
and tomorrow we are expecting to hear about another 
partnersip between Dassault and Acrosp.uale. 

[Millon] The rapprochement between Dassault and 
Acrospatiale is under way. The merger should take 
place within two years, so at the moment there ts a 
restructuring of the European industry and of the French 
industry in particular, to enable us to face up to the 
American competition and to strengthen the autonomy 
of the defense of France, and to enable our industries 
to be competitive and thereby to safeguard jobs. 

{Bilalian} Mr. Millon, st ts being said that Mr. Dassault 
is still very reluctant about this rapprochement? 

[Millon] Well as you know, discussions are currently 
under way, the president has made France's choiwe 
known, and the arms manufacturers must put themselves 
in step with the defense plans, because they enable our 
defense to be independent and autonomous. But the 
arms manufacturers are also there to supply the army 
and the Armed Forces, so I think everyone knows that 
the Acrospatiale- Dassault merger will take place. 

{Bilalian} All right, the last question ts about national 
service. There is a lot of consultation at the moment 
throughout France, and it shows that, in fact, the French 
continue to favor the idea of conscnption, even for a 
shorter period, if only to show that at a certain time 
in thew youth, the French have a common point of 
reference. 

[Millon] I think this ts a tg debate, a novel debate. Al 

the moment almost 4) percent of French administrative 
communities are holding organized debates at thei town 
halls. Most of the Mg association. have responded, 
the issue is being debated in parliament, both in the 
National Assembly and the Senaic, and it can be seen 
that the French do favor a link between the army and 
the nation. So what form will this national service 
take’ That is what they are debating. At the end of 
this month. the government will announce whether it 
is opting for voluntary national service of Compulsory 
national service. Over the course of the summer we will 

decide on civilian forms of national service. What has 
been decided already is the transition of the army from 
an army of conscnpts to a professional army, and thus 
a teduction in the number of conscnpts of volunteers in 
the Armed Forces 

{Bilahan} One last question Is the question of allowing 
young women into the army still a topical matter’ 

[Millon] Well as you know, at the moment young 
women can always volunteer to catty out thew national 
service. Tomorrow, within the terms of the debate, i 
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will be decided whether national service 1s obligatory, 
whether or not it will be open to young women, and 
whether it is voluntary. So this is still topical. 

(Bilalian) Mr. Minister, thank you. 

France: Cabinet Approves Military Procurement 
Bull 

LD1308170796 Paris France-info Radio in French 
1600 GMT 13 May 9 

(FBIS Transiated Text) This morning the cabinet 

adopted the mulitary procurement bill for the next six 
years. This document, which will be presented to the 
National Assembly at the beginning of June, sets out 
the financial means necessary for a change to a career 
army. it also reduces certain expenditure. Thus, France 
will be ordering 400 Leclerc tanks instead of 650, and 
is giving up financing the development of the famous 
transport plane of the future. 

For next year the government is setting a budget of 185 
hillio” francs. Reductions in the numbers of staff in the 
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army, the air force, and the navy are expected to affect 
officers and NCO’s above all. The government plans to 
step up the number of staff taking reurement. Listen to 
Alain Lamassoure, the government spokesman: 

[begin Lamasscaire recording) The main element in the 
reform will be the change to a career army. This will 
mean a reduction im the size of the armed forces, a 
35 percent reducuon in the numbers of staff in the 
army, around 20 percent in the navy, and around 25 
percent in ihe air force. Only the numbers of staff of the 
gendarmerie will increase, by S$ percent. [end recording] 

That was government spokesman Alain Lamassoure. | 
should add that the delivery of the first French-German 
helicopter, the Tiger, manufactured by Eurocopter, to 
the French army will be put back by two years and will 
take place in 2003. 
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Italy: Prodi on Government, Intention To Stay in 
NATO 

BR1305150896 Rome Il. MESSAGGERO in Italian 
13 May % p3 

{Imterview with Romano Prodi, Italian Olive Tree 
leader, by Sandro Vacchi in Bologna; date not given: 
“Prodi: My Dear Bertinotti, We Are Stayng in NATO™| 

[FBIS Translated Text] Encouraged by the rain beating 
on the window panes, Romano Prodi had barricaded 
himself into his Via Gerusalemme apartment with 
Nino Andreatta, hot favorite for the super ministry of 
the economy, and with Prometcia economist Angelo 
Tantazzi. The government is noi in place yet, but it 
will only be a matter of days: President Scalfaro will 
probably summon the Professor to appoint him on 
Saturday 18 May, and he prefers to do his homework 
before major appointments. So he sipped his morning 
coffee at the Bar dei Commercianti in front of the 
newsstand where he usually loads up with newspapers 
and made for home, where his two friends were waiting 
for him. They were going over ministerial reports, Are! 
surveys, Nomisma and Prometeia studies, and tables full 
of figures and curves together. 

{Vacchi] Do you still enjoy being an cconomust, Profes- 
sor Prodi? Do you realize that you have one mine for 
national unity, Bossi, and another mine for European 
unity, Bertinotti, right under your feet? 

[Prodi] It strikes me that Bertinotti is standing by what 
he has always said. Anyway. we did not discuss the 
program with him, because it took us just 20 seconds 
to realize that there could be no margin for agreement. 
However, our priority is entry into Europe; the whole 
program revolves around the need to take Italy into 
Europe as soon as possible. 

[Vacchi] That goes for matters relating to the Maastricht 
agreements, but Communist Renewal is also saying, 
“Let us pall out of NATO” 

{Prodi} Our defense hinges and will continue to hinge 
on NATO. Instead of thinking of pulling out, we should 
be thinking of a new NATO, the one that will take shape 
after a period of rebalancing in the wake of the fall of the 
Berlin Wall. However. we cannot address the issue until 
the Russian election has been held, because a number 
of East European countries would like to join NATO. 

[Vacchi} Do Bertinotti's pronouncements run the risk of 
damaging Italy on the international markets’ 

[Prodi] No, because they are in line with what Beruinot 
has always been saying. The American and European 
press has dismissed the Bertinotu affair without hesita- 
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uon, but the Italian press has stressed his ideas because 
they have been expressed al a parucular ume. 

[Vacchi] So the Olive Tree is not being influenced by 
Berunott? 

[Prodi] There has been no change in the situction. 

Relations with Bertinotti are obviously a senous and 
important matter, but it 1s one thal we approach bearing 
our different points of view in mind, without pretending 
that the problem is not there, but taking account of the 
fact that Berunotti and Communist Renewal cxist as 
well. 

{Vacchi] But what about the Bossi problem? He has 
already appointed a prime minister of his own. 

{Prodi} Bossi is adopung the wrong approach to a real 
problem. We are trying to approach it the right way. 
We were fully familiar with Bossi’s thinking, and we 
are equally familiar with Bertinoti's. All in all, both 
of them present an extraordinary consistency over the 
years. 

[Vacchi] Bossi does not rule out giving the government 

his backing provided negotiations are opened on the 
general situation in the country. What do you think” 

{Prodi} Let us not rush into things. | want to see how the 
situation in the League develops and what Bossi actually 
intends to do. We have the duly to go into government, 
then we will look into the matter. However, | will not 
deviate from what | have been saying for months: As 
long as we are talking about federalism, we will go 
along with it, but we will not bargain with people who 
advocate secession. 

[Vacchi] Now that the two prime munisterial under 
secretaries have been designated, is the outline of your 
potential government complete” [Vacchi ends] 

This question was answered not by Prodi, but by “Under 

Secretary” Arturo Parisi. “Although there will be some 
surprises, 80 percent of the ministers are those named 
in the papers. It is like a puzzie in which moving one 
piece entails moving a whole lot more.” 

[Prodi] | have asked Parisi and Enanco Micheli to flank 

me in the event of my being asked to form a govern- 

ment. Personal trust and long-standing fnendship are 
paramount in their roles. As | am new to a certain type 
of political post, | will have to bring with me people 
in whom I have complete confidence. Micheli and | 
grew up together at IRI [Institute for Industrial Recon- 
struction), and we have the same working methods and 
professional valucs. Pansi has worked nothing shor of 
miracles in the history of the Olive Tree 
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[Vacchi] Other appowtments are more controversial: 
Sergio Mattarella 3s ‘live Tree floor leader in the Lower 
House and Nicola Mancino as speaker in Lhe Senate. A 
shade too first republic. Professor’ 

[Prodi] Gianmi Agnelli has said he voted for Mancino 
because he was an excellent interior minister. And the 
transition toward change implies a certain Continuity as 

well. Anyway, ict us not forget thal no agreement was 
reached with the Freedom Pole on the allocation of the 
Lower House and Senate speakerships. 

[Vacchi] Are you sull in favor of assigning the chair- 
manship of a rumber of watchdog committees to the 
Oppositict:’ 
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[Prodi] More than ever. Parliament has an cnormous 
amount of work in store: For example, there are 88 or 89 

decrees to be converted into acts. The country 1s living 
iM Suspension, as i were, as a result of the provisional 
naire of past years. The situation has to be remedied 

[Vaccti}] Will your touch always be so light’? Will you 

never feel the need to raise your voice” 

[Prodi] | hope there will be no need. Major decisions 

can be adopted without fireworks. And if we won the 
election without shouting, we can also govern the same 
way. 
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oe re oe for the new 
ime munister. In his first major interniew, Jose Maria 
reviews with Pedro J. Ramurez the main aspects 

sf lis gates: lle tiie chest bie edalendlp ott Go 
nationalists and with the opposition, economic policy. 
the people in his government, the insutuvons, foreign 
and defense policy, and the news media Everything in 

(Ramurez) What was the idea or image which you had 
im your mind at the actual moment of being sworn im as 
prime munister before the king’ 

[Aznar] That one stage in my life was ending and 
another, different one, which I hope will be frunful for 
the Spanish people, was beginning. For the first time, 
a People’s Party member was being sworn in as prime 

written, whai would you like it to say’ 

{Aznar} Good heavens, do not dismiss me so soon’. 
1 would like to be remembered as a good Spaniard. | 
mean, a man with the values of honesty, sincerity, and 
sincere effort, and, if you will allow me to elaborate, ! 
would like my conduct to be spoken of as that of the 
prime munister who knew how to listen, who was on 
the streets and knew how to listen. 

{Ramirez} What would be the epitaph for your prede- 
cessor’s 13 years in power” 

[Aznar] | am not the best person to give them an epitaph 
right now. 

{Ramirez} Will you stand by your pledge to aim at no 

cnough to implement my 1 : : : 
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[Ramurez}] Have you already been intraduced to the 
Moniloa Palace “syndrome” Do you miend to live 
with «? Will your style as leader be consistent with 

the “austerity which you preached af the investiture’ 

[Aznar] There is no Moncloa Palace “syndrome. The 
Moncloa Palace ts the syndrome. I do not wish to change 
my life-style. | have already sand that | am going to be 
the same man: that | wish to be the same man. The 
austerity 1s no pose’: It is a way of domg things. of 
viewing what is around you, of working, and I like 
working austerely 

{Rammurez} Will you live at this palace’ Will the Moncloa 
Palace still have a wine cellar [ bodeguilla’|’ 

[Aznar] It scems that it 1s compulsory and that | wall 

have to live here. | have been concerned over the past 
few days to find the best family environment. For me. 
the family is important. In short, we will make our 
home, even if it is not our house. What I do assure 
you of us that there will be no chques. I have already 

made the decision to work in an office in the Cabonet 
building and keep what is the palace properly speaking 
as an official residence and just for certam occassons 

[Ramurez] Why do you say that you did not lke the 
Moncloa Palace’ What were you expecting’ 

[Aznar} It was not a complaint about how ‘little a thing 
it 18, Dut, on the contrary, because | prefer liwing im a 
house to living im a palace. | like to live like everybody 
cise lives. | am going to do so, I like normality 

[Ramurez} Are you worned that ETA [Basque Home- 
land and Liberty] may try to kill you durmg your pre- 
mership ’ 

{Aznaz| All we Spanish people are threatened. My duty 
as Prime munister is not to consider whether ETA does 
or does not wish to kill me, hecause 1 wishes to do 
80, My duty to make the decisions to pul an end to 

terronsm. Not only do | have the determination, behind 

me stand al! the Spanish people and the security forces, 
and we have the rule-of-law state on our sade 

{Ramirez} Why did you decorate your predecessor” 

[Aznar} | followed the tradition and respected the 
government s institutonal Customs 

[Ramurez} What will he your wife's role in public life”? 
Will she become involved in any plan of specific aca 
with a social dimension’ 

[Aznar] That remains to be settled Right sow, | will 
say the usual thing: Let ber do what she wishes’ She is 
well aware that it 1s she who 1s on charge’ Whatever she 
does, she will do well, and she has my full suppor 



Pacts With Nationalists 

Center party's agreement with the moderate nationalist 
parves represents. And the pact has served to moderne 
our country, our democratic life. 

[Ramurez} Do you feel weaker hecause of the fact that 
you are the prime minister whose party has won the 
fewest seats in the last seven democratic legislative 
terms’ Are you not afraid that cach important Pll, in- 
Chuding the budgets till, will require a prot negotiation 
with the nationalists as agonizing and full of suspense 
as that which preceded the investiture ’ 

[Aznar) Politics is also a pact. | not only do not feel 
weak because of the outcome | feel very satified 
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ndecas very well, and | was very gratcful to bom for hu 
style and his cordialaty. | hope that I receprocated om the 
same way. | will tell you one tung: Wahout Pujol, the 
agreement would have heen umpossibic 

[Ramurez] Why did the aegotiation of such a hustorx 
Pact turn suMstanually wound the sums of moacy which 
Cuialoma, the Basgue Country, of the Canwy Islands 
will recerve’ 

[Aznar] The fact is that « did not turn around sums 
of moncy. The natural demands of the polincal groups 
with autonomous Community interests are one Uung and 
hemmg able to sum up the agreements’ final outcome in 
figures 1s another matier. | diusagree. There is a whole 
political philosophy in the pacts whech emphasizes our 

country's solidarity and cohesion. | never discussed fig- 
ures with Arzalluz: We discassed ending so many years 
of obstacles which seemed insurmountatic. In the pact 
with the Basygue Nevonalst Patty, our rapprochement 
seems to me much more important than any figure. In 

the pact with the Canary Islands Coalition, sgned with 
Manuel Hermoso, the decison that the Canary Islands 
should not find stself so far from the rest of Spam, as Mr 
Maurncro put it so well in the Congress plenary session. 
seems to me much more important than any figure And 
im the pact with Convergence and Union [Cil’], there 
ts no figure which will not affect all the autonomous 
communities: That deure to develop the Spain of the 
autonomous Communities naturally transcends the fig- 

ures discussed 

[Ramurez| Why did you dodge the issue whenever Gon. 

valez asked you im the investiture debate for details 
about the limits of the hase year of autonomous com- 

munity funding ’ 

|Arnar] Because was Dot 4 matter of openmg a 
debate which must take place eithun the Fical and 
Financial Policy Council, and the debate in which we 
were cngaged was the investsture Schate ¢ spoke about 
the pacts advantages, about the development of the 
decentralization of the state on the hasis of the autonomy 
statutes. and | concentrated on our proposal, which 
ms feasonahic The auk*somous communities, which 
spend over one-thed of the budget. showld ask the 
Spaniwh people to meet part of thew neods That ix 
more demxtatx and more transparent. helps crtuzens to 

choose correctly, and 1s an moentive for admumstering 
better and combating tax fraud The system assists the 
effective, the good admumetrator 

[Ramirez! If you had to choose m@ two years’ ume 
hetween an carly clecthon with a good chance of winning 
with an aolute majority and a coalition government 
with the nabonalets. efach would you prefer’ 



[Aznar] It is woo carly to imagine. You are well aware 
that I am criticized for my pragmatism. Everything takes 

(Ramirez) Will the Spanish-speaking minority, who fee! 
discriminated against because of the way in which 
the linguistic normalization is being applied, be left 
defenseless as a result of the pact between the People's 
Party and CiU” 

[Aznar] No. Nobody can feel excluded or discriminated 
against in any part of Spain. 

[Ramirez] Which aspect of your program do you most 
regret having had to forgo as a result of the pact with 
the navionalists ’ 

Retatioaship With (nposition 

(Ramirez) What kind of relationship will you maintain 
with Felipe Gonzalez as leader of the main opposition 

Will the People’s Party try to involve the Spanish 
Workers Party in the legislative term's major 

parliamentary agreements’ 

[Aznar] We will continue to consider those things. | 
would like cordiality to preside over our disagreements. 
| defined the legislative term as one of dialogue and co- 
operation The agreements themselves wish to establish 
areas of cooperation with all the political groups. That 
ts what | stated in the invesuture dehate 

[Ramirez] Do you believe that, following the general 
clecvon, more politcal can still be 
Gemanded of Gonzalez because of bis Conduct as head 
of government’ 

SPAIN 21 

[Aznar] The parliamentary opposition’s role is to over- 
see the government, bul the government's role is not 
to oversee the opposition. That is the democratic and 

the correct thing. The contrary would be an extremely 
dangerous inversion of the democratic system. | have 
Clearly repeated that i is my desire to open a new stage. 

[Ramurez}) Have you reached any kind of agreement with 
Felipe Gonzalez on the polivcal or sudscial handling of 
the scandals concermng his conduct’ 

{Aznar} No. 

[Ramirez] Will your government declassify the docu- 
ments connected with the “dirty war” which the judges 
are demanding, if, as it appears, they do not affect na- 
tonal security’ 

[Aznar] On a general basis, the government will fulfill 
its obhgavons with absolute respect for justice. The 
cases, if they arise, will be studied in due course. 

[Ramirez] What criteria will your government apply 
when it comes to granting or not granting pardons to 
the senior officials of the Socialist governments who 
have to sit in the dock? 

[Aznar] If | were to give criteria, | would be belying 
the previous answer. I believe in the independence of 
justice and will treat with absolute respect the cases 
which arise, if they arise. 

{Ramirez} Will your good personal relationship with 
Julho Anguita result in any kind of political cooperation 
in parliament or other institutions? What role do you 
believe United Left could play during the legislative 
term? 

[Aznar] | have a correct personal relationship. Julio 
Anguita is a political leader worthy of respect, as is 
his coalition, which represents over 2.7 million voters. 
Politically, many things separate us, and it is clear 
that he announced in the investiture debate thai he 
will exercise his opposition. However, | invited him 
to join in the major European, social, of autonomy 
agreements which | believe will be very advantageous 
for the country. The decision whether or not to join in 
is his. It is not for me to give him advice. | wish him 
sensible chonces. 

Economic Policy 

[Ramirez] Are you not worned that any budget adjust- 
mem that leads to a cut in welfare spending will be 
presented by the opposition not as the price of Euro- 
pean convergence but as the price of your pact with the 
nationalists” 

[Aznar] | am expecting consistency and | am capecting 
to see it from everyone. Spain's preparation to enter the 
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— I hope it continues. There would be no reason for 
the opposite to It botls down to the fact that the 
priority is to reduce the deficit while maintasming social 
objectives. For that reason | hope that the responsibility 
of the economic and social operators helps us do this. 

i} i 
au iat in Tithe tH HEE t i . : | iH f 
54 } i f 
it : ; i ] The development of the National Health System 
is part of the health pact. We have proposed a commutice 
in Congress to work on reforming the Spanish health 
system. | therefore refer to the committe. 

[Ramirez] Do you think it is necessary to introduce new 
Changes in the labor market to bring down the costs of 
dismissing workers’ Do you not fear that when a new 

{Aznar} All of these are issues for the social dialogue | 
am expecting 4 lot from the trade unions and employers 
The country is expecting a lot from the dialogue 
between the social partners. Now, our goal has to be 
to take advantage of this time of potential economx 

and what are you going to ask from them in cxchange 
for the social pact which you have set out as a goal’ 

[Aznar) | will not ask them for any more or any less 
than | ask of myself. my government. of employers 

e 
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soon cnough be wrung the small print, if | can use 
thal cxpression. Bul an employment pact for everyone is 
very necessary. | am goung to spend all the ume required 
to acheeve it. 

[Ramurez)] Will you apply the same cconomax policy 
whether of not you reach an agreement with the trade 
umons’? Do you not fear that the UGT (General Union 
of Workers] ts strongly conditioned by the PSOE’s 

[Spamsh Saciahst Workers Party] opposition strategy 

[Aznar] So far, my experience has been that the tradc 
unions want a dialogue and want to rea. an agreement 
I listened closely to the speeches of the mam Spanish 
trade umon leaders on | May. and I did not bear 
anything that ran counter to what | was saying. | know 

full well that « will not be an casy agreement to reach, 
but | also know thal we ae not talking about unions 
which ae unaware of the situation in our country | 
promised to call them the first day | was at the Moncloa 
[prume minister's residence] and | did. | am fulfilling my 
side of the bargain. 

[Ramurez] Do you still uunk i is possible that in the 
1997 budget there will already be a reduction im tax 
pressure as you promised during the campaign” Is there 
a risk that instead the tax burden will once again rise to 
3 percent of the deficit” 

[Aznar] We have to be totally familiar with the pov- 
ernment accounts. But I would like to make that matter 
quite clear, because it 1s important: The idea of tat re- 
form is the same as the idea of modernizing the coun 
try, but 1 cannot be Jetined separately from cutting the 
deficit. | would definitely like to have other accounts’ 

In any Case, ‘ax Measures will be rachuded im the 1997 

general budget 

[Ramirez] Some members of your own government 
have recently warned about the risks of rushing inte 
monctary union, before there has heen any real conver. 
gence with the European economies Are you consider. 
ing the option of holding back Spain's entry for a few 
years and therefore not having Spain be part of the im. 
ual group involved im the curo’ 

|Aznar] My consideration is to comply with Spain's 

peneral interest, and that means complying with the 
convergence criteria. 

[Ramirez| In your investiture speech you talked ahout 
following a policy “that favored businesses” In what 
way are you gomg to emplement that philosophy’ 

{Aznar| | sad that business is the driving force behind 
the economy and | do not (hink that statement can really 

he refuted Businesses create poms. especially smal! and 
medium-sized businesses The measures ei!) Come over 
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the top brass of the Peopic’s Paty in your government’ 
mean there is a risk that, as happened with the PSOE, 
the government apparatus will be used for partisan 
purposes’ Will you keep your office in the Calle Genova 
[People’s Party's headquarters) or will you also attend 
to party affairs from the Moncloa’ 

[Aznar] You began by asking me for an epitaph and 

There is no more mystery to it 

{Ramirez} How do you explain the appowtment as 
defense minister of the person who was the closest 

[Aznar] What we did was reasonabic. | like very much 
to measure ime. When clections have to he held, they 
me held. When we have to negotiate, we negotiate 
When we have to form a government, we form one. 
And when we have to govern, we povers. 

[Ramurez} What will be your personal attitude toward 
parliamentary overs git of the government’ Will the 
People’s Party agree to modify parlhament’s rules of 
procedure to facilitate the creation of commitices of 
inquiry. even withou! the majonty astung for ut’ 
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[Arnaz] That « what | did when | was prime munister 
of the autonomous community of Casulla y Leon. Not 
only am 1 not afrad of having pwlament oversee 
the goveroment. « % something | firmly believe im 
I have even offered my collaboration im creating a 
parhamentary Cost Overmgit Commatice, so | know 
full well Gat one of parliament's obligations ws to 
oversee the government and Dat one of goverament's 
obhgavons ts to faciitate parhamentary overught That 
ms how we well work. 

[Ramurez} Are you commutied to peradically appearing 
— Of af unrestricted basis — af news conferences 
whatever the political clmate’ 

[Aznar] | will appear before the media in the normal 
way. | am sure that your kindness will allow you to 

understand that we will organize my appearances in the 
most logical way possible For the ume being, however, 
things ate not going badly: In my first week as prime 
munaster, | have already given four imerviews 

Institutions and (-eneral Policy 

[Rarmrez| Do you not fear that the announcement of the 
climmavion of compulsory military service — made so 
fat im advance — will icad to objection, refusal to do 
military service, and petivons for postponement, thus 

cTeating a probiem in the short term that will force you 
to move forward more quickly’ 

[Aznar] The law is there to be obeyed: changing the 
law ts another matter. For the ume hemg, military ser- 
vice ts compulsory Professsonalizavon will not happen 
overmght, and in the meantime we must Comply with all 
the legal reguirements Nevertheless, that is dealt with 
im the clecvon platform. it is one of the points mm the 
agreemem with Ci (Convergence and Union] and it is 
extremely well sutted to the interests of the country 

[Rarmurez) If, hy wnitating secret talks, you saw a certam 
possitlity of having ETA lay down thew am, would 
you do so’ 

[Aznar] Provided they stop the killing 

[Ramurez| How would you react if, during your term, 
a sandal were uncoverad, for cxample a) an illegal 
channel of People's Party funding, b) a major influence- 
poddhing operation around the government. ¢) a Peaple s 
Panty autonomous community president growing nich 
tlle tthy? 

[Aznat| Can you think of no other dugrace’ | think we 
have acted faultlessly over the years with regard to any 
evidence that was pul before us | soe no reason why we 
should change Spanish society 1s asking for a change to 
combat the causes of corruption It is the responsiblity 
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of the leaders to preach by cxampic. The Spanish peopic 
know om. 

Foreign and Defense Policy 

[Rameez] How will you try to harmonize the good 

[Aznar] | do not see any imcompatitiiny between 
defending our interests and maimtaimng good relations 
with other countries. They defend them interests too. 

{Ramirez} Do you harhor any resentment toward Chan- 
cellor Kohl because when forming the European Peo- 
ple’s Party he was much clearer in his gestures of sup- 
port for Felipe Gonzalez than for you” 

[Aznar] | have cxceliemt relations with Chancellor 
Kohl. Relavons hetween the governments of Span and 
Germany we also excellent. | am sure that in the 
future we will have the chance to deeper these relations 
mmtensely 

[Ramurez| Does your government have any strategy for 
speeding up a solution to the Gitwaltar probiem’ What 
policy will you adopt with regard to Gibraltar being 
used as a base for crimunals’ 

[Aznar] The meue of Gibraltar will arise within the 
framework of our good relahons with Great Britain 
CH course, any action taken with respect to drug- 

wafficking and smuggling. for cxamplc, will require 
immediate acon — legally speaking — by the British 
Government 

[Ramirez| ln what way will the Spanish Government 
help with the democratization of Cuba’ 

{Aznar} Above all, hy helping the democrats, the peopic 
of Cum. 

[Ramurez| Will relations with Morocco and Algeria also 
develop’ 

[Aznar] Yes, that is. . sary. Stabolity on the Maghreb 
8 Very important for both shores of the Medierrancan 
ht was sit years ago that | had the opportunity to speak 
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at the conference of the European Democratxe Union 
im Helsinki, and back then | was already tallung about 
the probiems of the Maghret. The Barcelona conference 
provided a good framework to tackle those issues. I 
conclusions are a good reference pout. 

[Ramirez] Do you support the enlargement of NATO to 
include the c ountnes of Eastern Europe’ 

[Aznar] Yes. That should take place within the process 
of reforming NATO. hearing in mind the vatious 
security and stability factors that led to thal decison, 
of course. 

The Media 

[Ramurez} What is duc to change on televisson and 

public radio dunng your term” Will you be able to carry 
through the privatizations mentioned in your clecuon 
platform’ 

{|A7nar] If we manage to draw up the statutes then we 
will make great progress. | hope we achieve that. | want 

impartial, pluralist. and professional televiwon and 

public radio. The apporntment of the director-general — 
a young, independent professional — 1s a goad example 
of what | want to do. Here too we will have to find out 

what we are dealing with, and | am afraid that we will be 
im for an unpleasant surprise. It is not reasonable to ask 
the country to make an effort, while leaving untouched 
an orgamizatvion which loses around 100 Milhon pesetas 

per year 

[Ramurez] What stance will you take with respect to 

the Cable Law passed by the last legislature’ What role 
should Telefonica play with regard to the private groups 
that wish to he sevolved m cahic’ 

|Avnar| | think we have been clea on ths Telecom. 
Municalons is a sector that ts crucial to cconome de- 
velopment. It must he developed competently. while at 
the same time lheralizing pula involvement. It is my 
mention to engage in a dialogue with the other polstac al 
partes to develop this sector 
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Finland: Abtisaari Moves To Ead NATO 
Membership Debate 

BR1405121396 Helsinki HUFVUDSTADSBLADET 
in Swedish 11 May 95 pS 

[Report signed ~ ““Norrback’s Statements | re 
Damaging’ Palit bua Latins Soe ome Oe 
Debate About NATO™} 

(FBIS Translated Text] On Friday [10 May] recent 
speculation about Finland's possible membership of 
NATO in the future — and in particular European 
Affairs Minister Ole Norrback’s views — were the 
target of both damning and down-playing correction 
from the top foreign policy leadership. 

Both President Martti Ahtisaari and Foreign Minister 
Tarja Halonen felt called upon to take a stand, saying 
that there are no plans whatsoever to change the basic 
foreign policy line. 

The main target of this foreign policy broadside, Euro- 
pean Affairs Minister Olle Norrback, was criticized fairly 
directly for damaging Finland's international efforts. 

The clarification of Finland's position came after a few 
statements that attracted a great deal of attention in the 
public debate to the effect that Finland should ewntu- 
ally become or will become a member of the NATO At- 
lantic pact. Just a few days ago veteran diplomat Max 
Jakobson predicted that Finland, Sweden, and Austria 
will in the future will join NATO in the same way 
that they joined the EU. On Thursday [9 May] the for- 
mer National Coalition Party Chairman Pertu Salolainen 
announced in his party group's statement during the 
Eduskunia debate on the EU's Intergovernmental Con- 
ference [IGC) that Finland ought to be able to consider 
NATO membership if NATO and Russia reach a mu- 
tual agreement on a broad European security solution. 

Nonetheless, the factor that actually tnggered the whole 

debate was the statements made by Ole Norrtack in an 
interview given to ETELA-SUOMEN SANOMAT on 
Priday when Norrback predicted that Finland will join 
NATO. 

“Today | would say that this is more likely than unlikely. 
it is fully possible. 

Nevertheless he voiced some reservauions by stressing 
that “the precondition is of course that such membership 
increases statility.” In the interview he also called for 
more open debate about security policy and the various 
alternatives. 

Unhappy President 

The NATO debate was taken up by President Marit 
Ahbusaan himself when the government's Foreign and 

translation of which reads as follows: 

“On Friday 10 May 1996 al a meeting of the Foreign 

a foreign and security policy in which the central fac- 
tors are an independent defense force, military nonalign- 
ment, and work in support of cooperation-based security 
solutions.” 

So the message was that the policy of nonalignment still 
apples. Comparing this statement with previous defini- 
uions of Finland's foreign policy line, it is noticeable that 
the independent defense force and the policy of non- 
alignment have now been joined by a statement about 
work in support of cooperation-based security solutions. 

Foreign Minister Tarja Halonen commented on this after 
she had appeared »efore both the Eduskunta’s Foreign 
Affairs Committee and the extended committee (EU 
Committee). The debate about NATO raised questions 
at least in the Foreign Affairs Committee. 

She observed that the Eduskunta has also approved the 
official foreign policy line. Nowhere in this policy is it 
hinted at all that we are on the way to joining NATO, 
she stressed. Nor are we considering changing this line. 

Nonetheless NATO is something extremely important 
for security in Europe. The organization has also con- 
tnbuted in its way to safety and stability in northern 
Europe. 

“Agreement Important” 

On the subject of the NATO debate in general and 
Norrback in particular, she said that in the prevailing 
atmosphere the foreign policy leadership has sought to 
encourage a public debate. But if the person in question 
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has such a positon in society that his or her words have 

“It is important that we are able to show that we have 
a shared and stable view of our foreign and security 

She referred im particular to the Finnish-Swedish initia- 
tive to make the Western European Union (WEU) into 
4 crisis Management tool for the EU. 

“That idea has been well received and | hope that our 
credibility continues to be good:” 

“Need for Nosaligned Countries” 

Elsewhere in the EU too Finland has tried to show that 
the neutral member countries are an asset — rather than 
a burden on — for the Union. The NATO-led [POR 

{Implementation Force] troops in the former Yugoslavia 
ase possible only because the nonaligned countries are 

also parucipaung. 
“That at least should show that there is a need for coun- 
tries like us within the EU. That has been recognized 
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in both the East and the West and it is our freedom of 
action,” Halonen said. 

She also very flatly rejected the assumptions thal veteran 
diplomat Max Jakobson should in any way be engaged 
in government business to “test the water.” 

When pressed on a question about the extent to which 
Norrback’s statements had destroyed our foreign policy 

affair as being “so dramatic.” But they could “wreck our 
chances of wiciding influence” at the IGC. 

Halonen’s own reply to the question of whether it 
is conceivable that Finland will al some stage in the 
future become a member of NATO is this: “As foreign 
minister | do not regard it as important to muse over 

“Norrback Is Raising His Own Profile” 

The statements by the European affairs minister also 
attracted attention in other quarters in the political 
sphere. Left League Eduskunta group leader Esko Helle 
said that on the nonsocialist side the talk of NATO 
membership was aimed at “raising their profile” and to 
lay the foundations for possible membership later on. 

He also pointed out that NATO membership does not 
have the support of Finnish ciuzens. 

ph th ne 
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Cyprus: Atua Critical of Greek-Greek Cypriot 
Maseevers 

TA1105191296 Nicosia Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
1530 GMT 11 May 96 

{FBIS Translated Text] Prime Minister Hakki Atuo has 
reacted strongly to the joint Greek-Greek Cypriot air 
and navy maneuvers carried out in south Cyprus with 
the participation of Greek warplanes. He said that this 
is not an act that can help toward peace and a solution, 
not in terms of common sense nor in terms of good will. 

After he returned from Istanbul today, the prime minis- 
ter was asked by TAK [Turkish Cypriot News Agency] 
to comment on the joint maneuvers thal started on 9 

issue very scriously and assess well the Greek-Greek 

Cyprus problem is obvious, and it has been in practice 
for the past 20 years. 

The Greek warplanes that took off from Greece's 
Soudhas Airbase carried out a series of exercises 
in Cyprus’ airspace yesterday and landed at Larnaka 
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achieved by pushing Turkey and the Turkish Cypriot 
side. 

Atun said that the game being played by the Greek- 
Greek Cypriot duo aims al reversing the peaceful 
situation in Cyprus and trying to usurp what the Turkish 
Cypriots regained. This is a game that can destro™ peace, 
he added. 

Cyprus: Denktas on Kiiridhis’ International Forces 
Remarks 

TA1405090396 Nicosia Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
1530 GMT 14 May % 

[FBIS Translated Text} President Rauf Denktas has said 
that the Greek Cypriots want to eliminate all of the 
rights and status earned by the Turkish Cypriots in the 
1960 agreements. In a statement he issued today, Denk- 
tas responded to Greek Cypriot press reports regarding 
Greek Cypriot Administration leader Kliridhis’ remarks 
on the climiaation of national guarantees and deploying 
international forces in Cyprus. 

Pointing to the fact that the Greek Cypriot side rejected 
all the essential principles put forward by the Turkish 
Cypriots, Denktas said that the Greek Cypriot side 
aimed at [word indistinct}, and stressed: Now that they 
are gaining military strength, the Greek Cypriots are 
expressing their views more freely. Denktas continued: 
What Kliridhis expects from the negotiations is for them 
to be suspended because there is nothing lefi to discuss. 
For this reason, we should end the negotiation process 
and go about our business. 

Explaining that to accept the deployment of interna- 
tional forces in Cyprus is out of the question, Denk- 
tas added: The grounds for a joint state, in the event 
one 1s established, should be laid in line with Turkey's 
guarantees and the principles of bizonality, sovereignty, 
and equality. Stressing that he did not believe that the 
Greek Cypriot side sought an agreement, Denktas added 
that the unilateral defense doctrine the Greek Cypriots 
signed with Greece shows that they want to unite Cyprus 
with Greece. However, Denktas continued, this doctrine 
is not binding in terms of the Turkish Cypriots. 

Stressing that avoiding the negotiating table would 
adversely affect the Turkish Cypriots, Denktas said: For 
this reason, the Turkish Cypriots try to explain their 
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Turkey: US. Allegedly imposes ‘Secret Arms 
Emberyo’ 

NC1305184696 Istanbul CUMHURIYET in Turkish 
Il May % pi 

[Report by Puat Koziuklu: “A Secret U.S. Arms Em- 
bargo™] 

(FBIS Translated Text} Washington—The United States 
has moved to impose a “secret arms embargo against 

approved the agreement 
for the sale of 10 AH- 1W “Super Cobra” helicopters 
to Turkey. Purthermore, it has refused to supply the 
spare parts the Turkish military forces need for their 
Aa cole ae noe a at bee 
that they “cannot supply the spare parts for the time 
being.” Equipment required for the modernization of the 
police organization is among the matcrial and equipment 
the U.S. Administration has “refused to sell.” Officials 
describe the U.S. approach as the imposition of “an arms 
embargo on Turkey.” They say: “The crisis has existed 

daleiiiadaaes hemiemen tater 
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administration is “assessing the matter.” Turkey asked 
the United States to approve the sale of 10 Cobra 
helicopters in May i995 

Turkey: Spokesman Says No U.S.-Imposed Arms 

Embargo 
TA1 305171696 Ankara ANATOLAA in Turkish 
1530 GMT 13 May 96 

[FBIS Transiated Text] Ankara (AA) — Foreign Min- 
istry deputy spokesman Nurettin Nurkan has declared 
that the United States has not imposed a covert arms 
embargo on Turkey. 

Asked during his weekly news conference today 
whether the United States is imposing a covert em- 
bargo on Turkey because of the slow functioning of 
the process concerning the sale of Cobra helicopters 
and frigates, Nurkan said: “There is no covert embargo 
on Turkey.” 

ee eee eS eee 
submitted a request to Congress regarding the frigate 
sale and that a request for the Cobra helicopters will 
be made in the coming days. Noting that there are 
differing views in the U.S. Congress with regard to this 
matter, Nurkan said that he does not wish to comment on 
these views. Nurkan remarked, however, that “there are 
certain lobbies in the United States that are exceedingly 
active against Turkish interests.” 

In reply to a question on whether there is an alternative 
to the Cobra helicopters, Nurkan said: “We always 
have alternatives. We can always procure the equipment 
we need for our national security interests from other 
countries.” 

ee 

TA1 305171996 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 
1525 GMT 13 May 96 

[FBIS Translated Text] Ankara (AA) — Foreign Min- 
istry deputy spokesman Nuretun Nurkan has announced 
that Turkey is opposed to the establishment of different 
groups and pacts in the Middic East. 

In his weekly news conference today, Nurkan responded 
to a remark that the United States and Israel are forming 
& pact in the region and that Turkey could partake in 
this pact. Nurkan said that there has not been any official 
application to Turkey in this regard and added: “Turkey 
is opposed to the establishment of different groups and 
pacts in the Middle East.” 

Pointing out that Turkey is in favor of close and friendly 
relanons with the regional countries, Nurkan stressed 
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that Turkey also wants to develop its cconomuc relavons 
with the Middle Eastern countnes. 

a on 

AU 1405130196 Hamburg DER SPIEGEL in German 
13 May 96 pp 166-171 

by Dieter Bednarz and Romain Leick ia Istanbul; date 
not given: “The Chancellor Is My Role Model" | 

(PBIS Translated Text] (DER SPIEGEL) Prime Min- 
ister, you are the first Turkish head of government to 
conduct an interview with DER SPIEGEL in German. 
More than 20 years ago, you were a student in Cologne, 
and now you will visit the FRG for the first time as 
prime minister. Do you still believe in German-Turkish 
friendship, which is extolled so often by the two sides? 

[Yilmaz] This friendship remains most important, es- 
pecially for the Turks. After all, it has always been 
a Turkish-German friendship rather than a German- 
Turkish one. 

[DER SPIEGEL) Unrequited love? 

[Yilmaz] Not quite. But we must assess ovr relations 
realistically. And Turkey must understand tat it bears 
much greater responsibility for past misunderstandings 
and irritauions than it has conceded so far. 

(DER SPIEGEL] What have you done wrong” 

[Yilmaz] For too long, we have not been ready to dis- 
cuss openly the weaknesses of our democracy. Whether 
it be human nights, free speech, or trade unions — in 
some areas, we simply have a lot to catch up with. 

[DER SPIEGEL] And you generously ignore the FRG's 
catalog of sins? Have the hatred of foreigners and right- 
wing radical attacks not tainted your view of Germany? 

{Yilmaz} There is only a small minority behind these 
incidents. The Federal Government and the German 
public at larg ave condemned such deeds sharply, 
and the author .es have taken the necessary measures. 
That is why we Turks had better meet our own 
responsitilities than constantly point at the other side. 

[DER SPIEGEL) Radical Kurds have been responsible 
for many attacks on Turkish facilities. That the FRG has 
become the site for inner-Turkish conflicts is costing 
your country a lot in terms of sympathy. 

{Yilmaz} We must differentiate between two things: 
One is that we are dealing with separatist terrorism. 
The other involves the claims that Turkish citizens of 
Kurdish descent are being discriminated against or even 
mustreated. 
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[DER SPIEGEL) One is the consequence of the other. 
The Kurds rebel because they are suppressed. 

{Yilmaz} Acts of terror must not be justified or even tol- 
crated under any circumstances. Wherever they appear, 
they must be fought with the use of force. Each country 
in the world does that. Terror causes repression, which 
is exactly what the troublemakers are amung at. 

(DER SPIEGEL} Do you understand that the Germans 
are ured of paying for the mistakes and shoricomuings 
of Turkey's policy towards the Kurds” 

[Yilmaz] We have warned the Federal Government 
for long enough that these cxcesses would spread to 
Germany, too. And we were right. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Sull the key to ending the violence is 
im Ankara. 

{Yilmaz} Of coursr, figiting terrorism must not keep us 
from remedying givevances. Unfortunately, we have not 
done so for too long. The Turkish Governments of the 
past few years reduced the so-~<alled Kurdish question 
to a military challenge. 

[DER SPIEGEL) But this has not changed yet. With 
the traditional spring offensive, the military are once 
more taking severe action and are once again announc- 
ing the final destruction of the radical Workers Party of 
Kurdistan (PKK). 

[Yilmaz] Yes, it is their duty to carry out such opera- 
tions, and the armed forces have undouMedly achieved 
considerable success. Almost half of our army is de- 
ployed in southeast Anatolia... 

(DER SPIEGEL) ..more than 100,000 soldiers, it's a 

real civil war. 

{Yilmaz} At the moment, the army is in absolute control. 
Abdullah Ocalan, the chief of this terrorist group, the 
PKK, has threatened to carry out suicide attacks in 
the cities, but, for more than two months, his killer 
commandos have not dared to carry out a single action. 

(DEK SPIEGEL] That's not the last we have heard of 
it. 

{Yilmaz} | mean, the PKK is no longer able to do it 

The rural areas are now also under the control of our 
security forces. 

[DER SPIEGEL] In reality, the lefi-wing radical PKK 
is increasingly gaimng in poliucal weaght. Everywhere 
in the world, it is turning itself into the symbol of the 
Kurdish people's desire for peace. 

{Yilmaz} Yes, our military progress has been of very 
limited political use, or has even produced the opposite. 
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{Yilmaz} First, we do noi know the exact sumber of 
Turkish citizens of Kurdish descent — there may be 8 
million, but maybe as many as 15 million. Yet, what 
is Certain is that about two thirds live in Turkish arcas 
outside southeast Anatolia and that these are absolutely 
assimilated. That is why we do not speak of a Kurdish 
problem, but of a southeastern problem. That goes far 
beyond the ethnic definition. 

(DER SPIEGEL) Regardiess of what you call the 
conflict, how do you want to solve it? 

| Ankara. And we will 

[DER SPIEGEL) And what if the reforms fail again 
because your government will eventually not have the 
power to implement them’ 

[Yilmaz] If we fail to solve the Kurdish question for 
good in the foreseeable future, Turkey will no longer 
be a powerful country, no longer be a major regional 
power after the turn of the millennium. 
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measures should then be assumed by civilian authorives. 
by specially trained forces, like the ones Spain is 
using against the separatist terrorist organization, ETA 
[Basque Fatherland and Liberty]. In the future, the army 
should only take care of national defense. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Just as Jerusalem eventually had to 
negotiate with PLO leader Yasir “Arafat, Ankara will 
hardly be able to avoid talking to PKK leader Ocalan if 
the region should really be pacified. 

[Yilmaz] Oh no, I do not think that any Turkish 
Government will ever be able to do that. The Kurds do 
not need Ocalan to demand their rights. On the contrary, 
he is the one who is obstructing rapid progress. 

(DER SPIEGEL) What if Ocalan renounces terrorism, 
which is what ‘Arafat did’ 

{Yilmaz} Ocalan is responsible for the deaths of 20,000 
people. He is a mass murderer. This cannot be undone 
by any renunciation. 

(DER SPV_GEL] So far, the Kurdish conflict has 
also po’.oned relations with the EU. Will you urge 
Char.clior Kohl during your visit to Bonn to stand up 
in favor of Turkey's speedy EU integration” 

[Yilmaz] Our EU entry has always been high on the 
agenda in Turkey. Yet, I see things quite realistically: 
Al the moment, we are simply not ready for full mem- 

bership, especially in economic terms. Nevertheless, we 
need to have at least a perspective, such as a guarantee 
of full integration into the EU not long after the turn 
of the millennium. The customs union, which went into 
force earlier this year, is only an interim stage, not the 
final objective. Yet, unfortunately, we hear again and 
again that Germany, in pariculas — more than Greece 
—— 1S against our full imtegration. 

[DER SPIEGEL] For fear of a major wave of imm- 

grants should the freedom of movement within the EU 
also apply to Turkey... 

[Yilmaz] ...stll, 1 refuse to believe that Germany should 
want to keep Turkey outside Europe. The Federal 
Government must not deal with this issue from a 
national, cgoustical point of view, since it is of strategn 
importance for Europe, too. 

[DER SPIEGEL) So what do you think the real reason 
is for the hesitation of the Europeans’ Your former 
mentor, lat State President Turgut Oval, suspected that 
the Christiza west simply docs not want to admit an 
Muslim couttry. 

[Yilmaz] Fifty years ago. there were actually only two 
independent Islamic states of significance Turkey and 
iran. Now there are more than SO. but again there 
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[DER SPIEGEL] But is the rise of the fundamentalists 
in Turkey not mainly the result of the weakness of the 
bourgeois partes and thei disputes? Your government 

[Yilmaz] Our parties are arch rivals and so are we two. 
We fought against one another tor many years, and that 
cannot be forgotien within two months. 

[DER SPIEGEL| Many deputies of your party voted 

TURKEY RD 

[Yilmaz] I have not forced my group to vote according 
tO a Certain pattern, but it was a question of conscience. 
Some have voted for the investigations, and Mrs. Ciller 
sees that as a plot. Personally, | voted against it in 
the first case and for it in the second, because | think 
that Mrs. Ciller is really guilty of something there. We 
explicitly incorporated the fight against corruption in 
our coalition agreement, so everybody must meet ther 
responsibility. [DER SPIEGEL] Nevertheless, do you 
think that Tansu Ciller can replace you at the head of 
the government next year as planned” 

{Yilmaz} | will meet my obligation and do everything 
that she can. | am optumustic that the coaliuon will hold. 
After all, Mrs. Ciller has no alternative. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Maybe the Islamists will soon come 
to power by themselves. 

[Yilmaz] We are aware of our historic responsibility. 
Sull, Germany and Europe should not ignore that they 
bear some responsibility, too. Nevertheless, | see no 
danger of a Weimar-like situation. We have had much 
worse cases in the past, and, cach time, we mastered 
our crisis with Common sense. 

(DER SPIEGEL} Or with the military. And do you see 
yourself as prime minister again in 19997 

{Yilmaz} if everything takes the course as we agreed, 
yes. Yet, | admit that we might very well have to hold 
new elections before that. 

[DER SPIEGEL) Helmut Koh! has now been in power 
for almost 14 years. Maybe you want to ask him how 
to cope with one’s rivals. 

{Yilmaz} The chancellor is my role model. | have great 
appreciation for Helmut Kohli and admure him for his 
relaxed attitude in dealing with problems. He is a man 
who will not be forced off course by difficulties. People 
in Turkey sometimes compare me with him because | 
am also very patient and because | don't care the least 
about what the press writes about me. | shall follow my 
course just like Kohl. 

[DER SPIEGEL) Prime Minister. thank you very much 
for the interview. 
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